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Ground-truth-based trajectory evaluation in videos
Abstract
Video tracking involves estimating the state(s) of target(s) over time on the image plane,
where the sequence of target states is termed as a trajectory. Trajectory evaluation refers to
the assessment of a tracker’s results that may be based on quantification of the discrepancy in
the estimated states with respect to the corresponding ground-truth states. In this thesis, after
presenting a review of the related work, we make the following proposals for the ground-truth-
based trajectory evaluation in videos.
We propose three overlap-based measures that account for the key aspects of multi-target
tracking evaluation including accuracy, cardinality error and ID changes. The measures quantify
tracking performance by combining accuracy and cardinality errors at frame level, computing
the sequence-level tracking accuracy at varying accuracy levels, and measuring ID changes while
considering the length of the track in which they occur. An extensive experimental validation of
the proposed measures is conducted using four state-of-the-art multi-target trackers on challeng-
ing real-world publicly-available datasets. The proposed measures show advantages (because
they are parameter independent and numerically bounded) over the existing measures and enable
a thorough evaluation of trackers while identifying their strengths and weaknesses.
We present a protocol that is composed of a set of trials that evaluate the robustness of trackers
on a range of test scenarios representing several real-world conditions. To compare single-target
trackers’ performance on trials, we present a single-score parameter-independent evaluation mea-
sure that quantifies tracking success and failure, and combines them for both summative and for-
mative performance assessment. The protocol is validated on publicly available sequences with a
diversity of targets and challenges using eight state-of-the-art single-target trackers. Through an
extensive experimental analysis, the framework facilitates the selection of trackers for different
operational conditions in real-world applications and for different target types.
Finally, to quantitatively compare the relative performances of evaluation measures we pro-
pose a methodology based on determining the probabilistic agreement between tracking result
5
6decisions made by measures and those made by humans. We use tracking results on publicly
available datasets with different target types and varying challenges, and collect the judgments
of 90 skilled, semi-skilled and unskilled human subjects using a web-based performance assess-
ment test. The analysis of the agreements allows us to highlight the variation in performance
of the different measures and the most appropriate ones for the evaluation and comparison of
trackers.
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Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Video tracking is a widely-researched topic and is used in several applications such as activity
analysis [108, 120], behaviour analysis [88, 119], abnormality detection [18, 17], event recogni-
tion [57, 50], people counting [37, 12], path detection [63, 64], motion pattern extraction [45, C1]
and human-computer interaction [97, 16]. The choice of a video tracker for a specific applica-
tion or task is still challenging because of the lack of an effective evaluation procedure that is
capable of highlighting strengths and weaknesses of different trackers. In fact, unlike other areas
of image processing and computer vision that consistently use commonly-accepted evaluation
procedures such as disparity estimation [92], optical flow computation [5] and video coding [47],
video tracking still lacks a standard way to evaluate and compare algorithmic performance. Al-
though a number of efforts have been made towards performance evaluation of trackers in the
form of evaluation campaigns (ETISEO1, CLEAR2, PETS3, i-LIDS4, CAVIAR5, VOT Chal-
lenge6) and small-scale evaluation frameworks ([6, 10, 13, 23, 30, 52, 58, 60, 72, 76, 84, 89]),
the performance of trackers is still tested using different evaluation criteria and varying datasets,
thus hindering an effective evaluation and comparison.
The output of a video tracker is a trajectory or set of trajectories. A trajectory is defined as a
1http://www-sop.inria.fr/orion/ETISEO/index.htm. Accessed March 2014.
2http://www.clear-evaluation.org/. Accessed May 2011.
3http://www.cvg.rdg.ac.uk/slides/pets.html. Accessed March 2014.
4http://www.ilids.co.uk. Accessed March 2014.
5http://homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/rbf/CAVIAR/. Accessed March 2014.
6http://www.votchallenge.net/index.html. Accessed March 2014.
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sequence of target states estimated in the image plane over time using a tracker, where a tracker
may aim to track only a single target, single-target tracking [2, 25, 118], or multiple targets in the
scene, multi-target tracking [8, 81, 116]. The state may contain the information about target posi-
tion or may also use the information about its occupied region in the image plane. Trajectory eval-
uation may involve the computation of the discrepancy over time between the estimated and the
corresponding ground-truth states [6, 52, 86, 95] (Fig. 1.1). The discrepancy is computed using
distance-based measures [67, 72, 86, 95] or overlap-based measures [10, 52, 89, 117]. Distance-
based measures use the concept of distance minimisation between estimated and ground-truth
states to evaluate performance. The distance-based evaluation might not consider the changes
in the target size in the evaluation procedure [86, 72, 67] or the computed distance scores might
not explicitly detect instances of tracking failure [95, 72, 67], where a tracking failure refers
to the case of zero-overlap between estimated and corresponding ground-truth states. Overlap-
based measures quantify the amount of common pixels (overlap) between the estimated and
corresponding ground-truth states. The overlap-based evaluation generally takes into account
target-size variations and can therefore detect instances of tracking failure [89, 52, 117]. Both
distance-based and overlap-based measures may need presetting of parameters [52, 86]. For
example, a cut-off parameter is used to define an upper bound [86]. Then the false positive
estimations (i.e. incorrect estimations) and false negative estimations (i.e. missed estimations)
are determined by comparing their spatial overlaps with a pre-defined threshold [52]. Moreover,
some existing measures are numerically unbounded [52, 44] and not well defined for the worst
tracking case.
It can be noticed that several performance evaluation measures have been introduced to mea-
sure the quality of video tracking results. These evaluation measures need, in turn, to be assessed
in order to understand their relative performances. While efforts have been made to empirically
assess measures in other research areas, including information retrieval [15], data clustering [53]
and image compression [66], the direct quantitative assessment of measures in the area of video
tracking is missing. A comparison of measures was performed indirectly by considering the per-
formance of algorithms [7] and by studying the inter-measure correlation [65] without explicitly
analysing the performance of the measures.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 1.1: Tracking discrepancy is illustrated in the form of the overlap (yellow area) between
estimated (solid line) and corresponding ground-truth (dotted line) states of targets. The tar-
get state includes the information about its position and occupied region in the image plane
(extended-target representation), which can be defined as (a) bounding box, (b) bounding ellipse
or (c) contour. Image is from the iLids Easy sequence.
1.2 Problem formulation
Let Xk, j be the state of target j estimated by a tracker at frame k of the video sequence V and
defined as
Xk, j = (xk, j,yk, j,Ak, j, l j), (1.1)
where (xk, j,yk, j) define the position of the target, Ak, j is its region information on the image plane
and l j is the target ID, and k = 1, . . . ,K. K is the number of frames in the video sequence. When
the estimated state of the target j at frame k contains only (xk, j,yk, j), it is denoted as X ′k, j. Xk is
the set of estimated states of multiple targets:
Xk = {Xk,1, . . . ,Xk, j, . . . ,Xk,uk}, (1.2)
where uk = |Xk| is the number of estimated targets at frame k (i.e. the cardinality of Xk). The
trajectory X j of target j (also referred to as a track in the literature) is defined as a sequence of
states over time:
X j = {Xk, j}k
j
end
k=k jini
, (1.3)
where k jini and k
j
end denote the initial and final frame numbers of X j, respectively, and K j is the
number of frames spanned by X j. X is the set containing all the estimated tracks in the sequence:
X = {X j}Uj=1, (1.4)
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where U denotes the number of estimated tracks. Similarly, X¯k,i, (x¯k,i, y¯k,i, A¯k,i, l¯i), X¯k, vk, X¯ ′k,i, X¯i,
k¯iini, k¯
i
end , K¯i, X¯ and V are the corresponding ground-truth notations for Xk,i, (xk,i,yk,i,Ak,i, li), Xk,
uk, X ′k, j, X j, k
j
ini, k
j
end , K j, X and U , respectively.
Single-target tracking evaluation involves simply quantifying the deviation of X with respect
to X¯ into the evaluation score, S, [60, 89]. Note that the subscripts j and i are removed from
the notations for simplicity since U =V = 1 for the case of single-target tracking. Alternatively,
multi-target tracking evaluation first involves determining the assignment between estimated and
ground-truth states [86, 10, 52, 117, 13]. After the assignment, X is evaluated with respect to X¯
to obtain S.
1.3 Contributions
Given a set of target trajectories estimated by performing tracking in a video sequence, we aim to
devise criteria to quantitatively evaluate the estimated trajectories with respect to the ground-truth
trajectories. To this end, we propose measures and procedures to provide an objective and holistic
performance evaluation of trackers. Additionally, we propose a methodology to quantitatively
assess the evaluation measures per se. Specifically, the following are the main contributions of
the thesis:
1. Existing multi-target tracking evaluation measures do not evaluate target-size changes [86,
10, 44], rely on fixed thresholds [86, 52, 117], are not numerically bounded [86, 52], and
do not account for cardinality error [10, 44]. We propose three threshold-independent and
numerically-bounded measures for the performance evaluation of multi-target video track-
ers [J1]7. The measures are overlap-based and account for the variations in target size over
time. They provide frame-level evaluation by combining accuracy and cardinality errors,
sequence-level accuracy evaluation based on the lost-track ratio information, and evalua-
tion in terms of the ID changes normalised by the length of the track in which they occur.
An extensive experimental validation is provided for the proposed measures by comparing
them with the state-of-the-art measures and by evaluating four recent multi-target trackers
on challenging real-world datasets. We made available online8 the software implementing
the measures to facilitate their use for the community. These measures would be useful for
conducting a holistic evaluation of different aspects of multi-target tracking.
7The work in [J1] was jointly performed with F. Poiesi.
8http://www.eecs.qmul.ac.uk/~andrea/mtte.html. Accessed May 2014.
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2. The real-world conditions, under which trackers operate in real applications, are not ex-
plicitly considered in the evaluation of trackers. These conditions refer to the distortions
induced to the input of a tracker, which may affect its performance, such as initialisation
perturbations, noisy and compressed video data, frame dropping, and illumination changes.
We propose a protocol with a comprehensive set of trials that test the robustness of trackers
on a range of test scenarios representing these real-world operational conditions [J2, C3].
To quantify the tracking performance on the trials, we propose a threshold-independent
overlap-based criterion that summarises single-target tracking performance based on a new
evaluation measure [J2], which takes into account target size variations. The proposed mea-
sure quantifies how accurately and how long a target is tracked across a sequence. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first initiative that enables evaluating the robustness of the
performance of tracking algorithms under several real-world conditions. We performed an
extensive validation of the protocol by evaluating and highlighting the strengths and weak-
nesses of eight state-of-the-art trackers using a set of sequences (and their variations) with
a diversity of targets and challenges on more than 187000 frames (≈ 3.25 hours of video
data). The resulting performance evaluation tool is made available online as an open source
software9. The website enables the researchers to compare and share the results of their
trackers under several test scenarios. This work [J2, C3] has been helpful to other works
[19, 79, 65, 22, 28, 35] and VOT Challenge 2013 [54, 55], and we expect it to be more
useful for researchers in the future.
3. While several tracking evaluation measures exist, the question of how to quantitatively as-
sess the measures per se is not addressed. To address this limitation we propose a methodol-
ogy for the quantitative assessment of discrepancy-based evaluation measures with respect
to human judgement [C2]. The comparison and analysis are based on determining the prob-
abilistic agreement between the decisions made by measures and those made by humans on
tracking results. Other works exist that utilised human judgements for different tasks in-
cluding the efficient generation of large-scale video annotations [104, 105] and assessment
of the estimated quality of the performed actions in videos [82]. We show the usefulness
of the proposed methodology by assessing seven state-of-the-art measures on tracking re-
sults generated on ten publicly-available datasets with three target types (head, full body,
9http://www.eecs.qmul.ac.uk/~andrea/pft2. Accessed May 2014.
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vehicle). This study helped in determining strengths and weaknesses of different measures,
which could pave the way to improve them in the future. Moreover, the idea of the proposed
methodology of assessing tracking evaluation measures with respect to human judgements
could also be applied to the similar problem in other research areas.
1.4 Organisation of the thesis
This thesis is organised as follows:
Chapter 1: The introduction and motivation for the thesis are described in Sec. 1.1, followed
by the problem formulation in Sec. 1.2. The contributions of the thesis are discussed in Sec. 1.3.
Chapter 2: The introduction to the chapter is provided in Sec. 2.1. A review of the state-of-the-
art on non-ground-truth-based trajectory evaluation is presented in Sec. 2.2 and on ground-truth-
based trajectory evaluation in Sec. 2.3. This is followed by an overview of the key campaigns
(Sec. 2.4) and datasets (Sec. 2.5) for trackers’ evaluation. A discussion on the limitations of the
existing related work is presented in Sec. 2.6.
Chapter 3: The introduction to the chapter is provided in Sec. 3.1. The description of the three
proposed multi-target tracking evaluation measures that quantify different aspects of tracking is
given in Sec. 3.2, Sec. 3.3 and Sec. 3.4. In Sec. 3.5 the experimentation is provided that
describes the datasets and trackers used, and discusses the advantages of the proposed measures
and their use for the performance comparison of multi-target trackers. The chapter is summarised
in Sec. 3.6.
Chapter 4: Sec. 4.1 presents an introduction to the chapter. This is followed by a problem
definition (Sec. 4.2), description of the trials of the proposed protocol used to test trackers’
robustness (Sec. 4.3) and description of the proposed single-target evaluation measure used to
quantify trackers’ results on trials (Sec. 4.4). Sec. 4.5 provides the experimental analysis and
validation including the description of datasets and trackers used, trial-wise and target-wise per-
formance comparison of single-target trackers, and a discussion on the overall performance of
trackers. The summary of the chapter is given in Sec. 4.6.
Chapter 5: Sec. 5.1 provides the introduction to the chapter followed by the problem definition
in Sec. 5.2. Sec. 5.3 describes the state-of-the-art measures to be assessed. The description of
the subjective evaluation with respect to which the measures are to be assessed is provided in
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Sec. 5.4. The proposed methodology to quantitatively assess the measures and the experimental
results and analysis are explained in Sec. 5.5. The chapter is summarised in Sec. 5.6.
Chapter 6: The chapter presents a summary of the achievements of the thesis (Sec. 6.1) and
future directions of work (Sec. 6.2).
Chapter 2
Related work
2.1 Introduction
A trajectory describes the evolution of the state of a target over time estimated by a tracker on
the image plane. The state may include the target position, point-target representation (e.g. in
feature-point tracking [102, 14]) (Fig. 2.1(a)), or may also use the information about the oc-
cupied region of the target in the image plane, extended-target representation (e.g. in face or
person tracking [107, 100, 11, 116]). In the case of extended-target representation, the region
information may be represented as a bounding box [11], a bounding ellipse [116] or a bounding
contour [101] (Fig. 2.1(b-d)). The criteria for the evaluation of trajectories can be categorised
into non-ground-truth-based and ground-truth-based. While the former category of methods eval-
uates tracker’s performance without using ground-truth information [24, 20, 113, 91], the latter
category of methods evaluates trackers’ performance by quantifying the discrepancy between the
estimated and ground-truth states over time [52, 60, 86, 95].
This chapter presents a review of the related work on trajectory evaluation. First we discuss
the existing non-ground-truth-based trajectory evaluation methods (Sec. 2.2). This is followed
by a review of the state of the art on ground-truth-based trajectory evaluation in Sec. 2.3. Addi-
tionally, we also review the existing campaigns and projects (Sec. 2.4), and discuss the important
datasets (Sec. 2.5) introduced for tracking performance assessment.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 2.1: Representation of the state of a target (vehicle) as a (a) point, (b) bounding box, (c)
bounding ellipse and (d) bounding contour. Cropped image is from the AVSS Challenge 2007
dataset.
2.2 Non-ground-truth-based trajectory evaluation
Non-ground-truth-based trajectory evaluation involves the use of information about the output
or internal stages of a tracker at the current frame only, single-frame-based evaluation criteria
[24, 31, 93], between two (consecutive or non-consecutive) frames, two-frame-based evaluation
criteria [4, 112, 21], or across a sequence of frames, multi-frame-based evaluation criteria [93,
113, 91], to assess tracking performance. We discuss below the single-frame-based, two-frame-
based and multi-frame-based evaluation criteria.
2.2.1 Single-frame-based evaluation criteria
Collins et al. [24] used the difference between the colour features (histograms of red, green and
blue channels) of the foreground and background to determine the quality of estimated tracking
result at a frame. Han et al. [42] used the same idea of foreground-background separability
to estimate the track quality by using also the gradient orientation histogram information with
the colour feature information. Other methods exist that evaluate tracking quality based on the
contrast in the colour information [31] or motion vectors [31, 32] between the foreground and
background computed along the contour of the tracked target. The aforementioned approaches
work under the assumption of separability between foreground and background that may not be
valid in all scene types. Alternatively, Schubert et al. [93] proposed an approach to quantify
performance by comparing the estimated state of a target with the corresponding measurement in
the measurement space for a Bayesian filtering tracking framework. This method of evaluating
tracking may have inaccuracies in cluttered scenes where the measurements can be unreliable.
A limitation in the above criteria is that they may not identify the tracker recovery after a failure
and the re-occurrence of a failure after the recovery.
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2.2.2 Two-frame-based evaluation criteria
Several methods exist that evaluate tracking quality by enforcing the smoothness in the mo-
tion, appearance or tracking uncertainty between consecutive frames. Specifically, these meth-
ods provide tracking evaluation by quantifying the inter-frame variation in the target speed
[27, 114, 21, 29], direction [114, 21], shape [21], area [27, 21], colour [31, 69, 21] and tex-
ture [27] information, or by checking the inter-frame consistency in the spatial uncertainty of a
tracker estimated as a covariance of the particles in a particle filtering framework [91]. These
criteria consider an abrupt change in the evaluation score as the occurrence of a tracking failure.
The use of the inter-frame evaluation score may not be able to detect the tracker recovery after a
failure and the re-occurrence of a failure. Additionally, the use of tracker spatial uncertainty in
[91] as an evaluation criterion is tracker dependent, which is addressed in [90] to make it appli-
cable also for other trackers. Other methods exist that instead apply the consistency at the current
frame with respect to the initialising frame (of the target) and can therefore identify the tracker
recovery and the re-occurrence of a tracking failure. These criteria quantify tracking quality
based on the similarity in the shape [114], area [114], colour [114], posterior density estimate
[112] (in a particle filtering framework) and tracker uncertainty (based on observation likelihood
in a particle filtering framework) [4] between the current frame and the initialising frame. The
criteria in [114] make a hidden assumption of constancy in target shape, area and colour across
the whole sequence (due to the similarity check with respect to the initialising frame), which may
not be valid in the scenes with target scale and pose changes. Additionally, the criteria in [112, 4]
are applicable for particle filtering-based trackers.
2.2.3 Multi-frame-based evaluation criteria
Tracking quality is determined based on scene-specific criteria that require prior semantic scene
information [41, 80, 21]. Hall [41] and Piciarelli et al. [80] computed the goodness of the
estimated trajectory based on its fitness in a reference scene model learned a priori. The non-
termination of a trajectory at the scene exit zone (known a priori) is employed as a perfor-
mance indicator to determine the occurrence of a tracking failure [21]. Alternatively, the infor-
mation about the temporal length of trajectories is used as a part of tracking evaluation procedure
[21, 93], where a shorter temporal length alludes to the potential occurrence of a tracking failure.
An important cause of the shorter temporal length may be the target occlusion and a knowledge
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Table 2.1: Summary of the existing non-ground-truth-based trajectory evaluation approaches,
which include single-frame-based (SFB), two-frame-based (TFB) and multi-frame-based (MFB)
criteria.
Ref. Category Evaluation procedure Information used
[24] SFB Foreground-background separability Colour
[42] SFB Foreground-background separability Colour, gradient orientation
[32] SFB Foreground-background separability Colour, motion vectors
[93] SFB Estimate-Measurement match, trajectory length check Sensor measurements, trajectory information
[31] SFB, TFB Foreground-background separability, inter-frame consistency Motion vectors, colour
[27] TFB Inter-frame consistency Speed, area, texture
[29] TFB Inter-frame consistency Speed
[69] TFB Inter-frame consistency Colour
[21] TFB Inter-frame consistency, scene model fitting, trajectory length check Speed, direction, shape, area, colour, trajectory information
[114] TFB Inter-frame consistency, Current frame-Initial frame consistency Speed, direction, shape, colour
[112] TFB Current frame-Initial frame consistency Posterior density estimate
[4] TFB Current frame-Initial frame consistency Spatial uncertainty
[91, 90] TFB, MFB Inter-frame consistency, time-reversibility constraint Spatial uncertainty, state estimate
[41] MFB Scene model fitting Trajectory information
[80] MFB Scene model fitting Trajectory information
[113] MFB Time-reversibility constraint State estimate
of occlusion regions in the scene [46] could therefore improve tracking performance. Other cri-
teria exist that evaluate tracking performance over time based on the time-reversibility constraint
[113, 91]. At each frame, the process involves performing reverse tracking towards the target
starting frame by initialising the tracker with the current state estimate. The similarity between
the estimated state at the starting frame obtained as a result of reverse tracking and the prior initial
state (at the starting frame) provides the tracking performance. The use of time reversibility can
identify tracker recovery and re-occurrence of a tracking failure; however, this criterion would
be desirable for the case of short sequences due to issues of error accumulation over time and
computational expensiveness [91]. Tab. 2.1 presents a summary of the non-ground-truth-based
trajectory evaluation criteria.
Non-ground-truth-based evaluation criteria are particularly useful when the generation of the
ground truth information is infeasible or cumbersome, or for improving online the performance
of trackers [9, 51]. Non-ground-truth-based evaluation is however out of the scope of this thesis.
This thesis focuses on the ground-truth-based evaluation, which is desirable for obtaining a con-
fident and repeatable performance assessment and comparison of trackers due to the availability
of a known performance benchmark [38]. Next, we provide a detailed review of the related work
on ground-truth-based trajectory evaluation.
2.3 Ground-truth-based trajectory evaluation
The evaluation of trajectories may be performed by comparing them with respect to the ground-
truth trajectories [60, 52]. For the case of single-target tracking, the trajectory evaluation involves
quantifying the closeness between the estimated and ground-truth states [72, 60]. For the case
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.2: Illustration of the key aspects of multi-target tracking evaluation including accuracy,
cardinality error and ID changes. Ground-truth states of targets are shown as dotted bounding
boxes and estimated states are shown as solid bounding boxes. Different colours show the unique
IDs of the targets. (a) Accuracy is illustrated in the form of the extent of overlap (shown as
yellow shading) between the corresponding pairs of estimated and ground-truth bounding boxes;
(b) cardinality error occurs because the number of estimated targets is not equal to the number of
ground-truth targets; (c) Three ID changes occurs since all targets have changed their IDs (one
target gets reinitialised with a new ID and other two targets have swapped their IDs). Image is
taken from the iLids Easy dataset.
of multi-target tracking evaluation, after solving the assignment between X and X¯ [86, 10, 52]
the three key aspects to be considered are accuracy, cardinality and number of ID changes. The
accuracy evaluates the extent of agreement between estimated and ground-truth states [1], which
can be quantified in terms of a distance score [86], overlap score [10, 52], or true positive (cor-
rect), false positive (incorrect) and false negative (missed) estimations [62] (Fig. 2.2(a)). The
cardinality error is defined as the error in computing the number of targets (Fig. 2.2(b)). ID
changes refer to the wrong associations between estimated and ground-truth targets (Fig. 2.2(c)).
Moreover, single-target and multi-target tracking evaluation operates at frame level [60, 86] or at
sequence level [89, 52]. The sequence-level multi-target tracking evaluation can be performed by
considering either individual tracks [10] or all the tracks [52]. We analyse the existing measures
in terms of the criterion used (distance, amount of overlap), evaluation aspect (accuracy, cardi-
nality error, ID changes), use(no use) of fixed thresholds, and whether evaluation is performed at
frame level or sequence level.
In the remaining part of this section we shall review the state-of-the-art ground-truth-based
trajectory evaluation measures. First we shall discuss the evaluation measures for single-target
tracking where the assignment problem is not required to be solved. These measures use the
distance, distance-based, (Sec. 2.3.1) or the amount of overlap, overlap-based, (Sec. 2.3.2)
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between the estimated and ground-truth results for assessing the performance. Then, we shall
discuss multi-target tracking evaluation where we explain the assignment problem (Sec. 2.3.3)
followed by the description of multi-target tracking evaluation measures (Sec. 2.3.4, Sec. 2.3.5,
Sec. 2.3.6).
2.3.1 Distance-based measures for single-target tracking evaluation
A simple way to evaluate tracking is to compute the target centroid position error between X ′k
and X¯ ′k
1, which is the distance in pixels between the position of estimated and ground-truth states
((xk,yk), (x¯k, y¯k)) yielding object positional accuracy [72, 96, 67]:
dk =
√
(xk− x¯k)2+(yk− y¯k)2. (2.1)
Alternatively, tracking is evaluated by computing the distance (dk) between Xk and X¯k when the
state parameters associated with the region information (Ak, A¯k) are also taken into acccount [62].
Tracking performance is also assessed based on averaging the computed distance values across
the estimated trajectory (X) with respect to ground-truth trajectory (X¯) [71, 43, 62].
davg =
1
Kˆ
kend
∑
k=kini
dk, (2.2)
where Kˆ is the number of frames where the target exists. Distance-based measures may not
evaluate the changes in the target size [72, 67] or may not effectively determine tracking fail-
ure [95, 72, 67] (Fig. 2.3). The overlap-based evaluation generally includes the variations in the
target size in the evaluation procedure and an instance of no overlap declares a tracking failure.
2.3.2 Overlap-based measures for single-target tracking evaluation
Overlap-based measures quantify in different forms the overlay between estimated region, Ak,
and ground-truth region, A¯k, over a sequence [62, 73] or simply define them to be coincident
when the centroid of any of the two lies inside the area of the other [10] (Fig. 2.4). In the former
case, the evaluation is defined at pixel level at frame k. In the latter case, the evaluation involves
classifying results at target-level or trajectory-level as true positives, T̂ P, false positives, F̂P, true
negatives, T̂ N, and false negatives, F̂N [10, 13].
1The subscripts i and j, which refer to the target number, are not needed since a single target is under
consideration.
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of occurrence of tracking failure due to the zero-overlap between the
estimated bounding box (shown in solid lines) and ground-truth bounding box (shown in dotted
lines). The distance (shown in red colour) between centroids of two bounding boxes is aˆ > 0.
This value does not declare this case as a tracking failure per se; however, the amount of overlap
between bounding boxes does.
The amount of overlap between Ak and A¯k in a frame k can be given, when a target is present,
by Ok [62]:
Ok =
|A¯k∩Ak|
|A¯k∪Ak|
, (2.3)
where Ok ∈ [0,1] and | · | represents the cardinality of a set. Alternatively, the Dice score, Dk, [73]
gives more value to the correctly classified pixels and is computed as:
Dk =
2|A¯k∩Ak|
|A¯k|+ |Ak|
, (2.4)
where 0≤ Dk ≤ 1.
Figure 2.4: This figure shows coincidence between estimated bounding box (shown in solid
lines) and ground-truth bounding box (shown in dotted lines) because the centroid position of
ground-truth bounding box lies within the area of the estimated bounding box.
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The Tracking Success Probability, TSPk, is defined as [60]:
TSPk =
exp(ν ·a(A¯k,Ak))
1+ exp(ν ·a(A¯k,Ak))
∈ [0,1], (2.5)
where a(A¯k,Ak) quantifies the overlap between A¯k and Ak, and ν > 0 is fixed a priori based on an
application-specific overlap threshold, τ1, which defines tracking as successful when a(A¯k,Ak)≥
τ1. When A¯k = (l˘kg, r˘kg, t˘kg , b˘kg) and Ak = (l˘kr , r˘kr , t˘kr , b˘kr) are defined by the horizontal or vertical
coordinates of the left, right, top and bottom boundaries of the ground truth and the estimated
bounding boxes, respectively, a(A¯k,Ak) is given as follows [59]:
a(A¯k,Ak) = S˘krg ·
∣∣∣∣ min(Hˆk) ·min(Vˆk)max(Hˆk) ·max(Vˆk)
∣∣∣∣ , (2.6)
where Hˆk = {r˘kr − l˘kg, r˘kg− l˘kr , r˘kg− l˘kg, r˘kr − l˘kr}, Vˆk = {b˘kr − t˘kg , b˘kg− t˘kr , b˘kg− t˘kg , b˘kr − t˘kr }, and S˘krg is an
indicator function such that S˘krg =−1, if Ak and A¯k do not overlap, and S˘krg = 1, otherwise.
The measures reviewed above offer information about how objects are tracked within a single
frame (frame-level evaluation); however, since trackers are temporal filters, it is also relevant
to evaluate their performance at sequence level across multiple frames. We discuss below the
measures, which provides sequence-level evaluation [62, C3, 89].
Precision, Pˆ, quantifies tracking performance by penalising the number of true positives (cor-
rect estimations), |T̂ P|, with respect to the number of false positives (incorrect estimations),
|F̂P| [62]:
Pˆ =
|T̂ P|
|T̂ P|+ |F̂P| , (2.7)
where an estimation is a true positive if Ok ≥ τ2 and a false positive if Ok < τ2. τ2 is a pre-set
threshold. Likewise, Recall, Rˆ, penalises the |T̂ P| with respect to the number of false negatives
(missed estimations), |F̂N| [62]:
Rˆ =
|T̂ P|
|T̂ P|+ |F̂N| . (2.8)
The F-score is computed using Precision and Recall scores as follows [62]:
F = 2 Pˆ · Rˆ
Pˆ+ Rˆ
. (2.9)
Unlike Pˆ, Rˆ,F , the evaluation criteria in [C3, 89] provide sequence-level tracking perfor-
mance without relying on any preset threshold parameters. The measure [C3] uses the overlap
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Ok = 0.555 Ok = 0.559 Ok = 0.559 Ok = 0.555 Ok = 0.551
Dk = 0.714 Dk = 0.717 Dk = 0.717 Dk = 0.714 Dk = 0.711
TSPk = 0.998 TSPk = 0.998 TSPk = 0.998 TSPk = 0.998 TSPk = 0.998
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 2.5: Evaluation scores of single-target tracking measures for a sequence of five images (a)
to (e). Estimated result: blue; ground truth: green. Dk is higher than Ok since the numerator in
Eq 2.4 is multiplied by 2 thus giving more weighting to the number of common pixels between
estimated result and ground truth. TSPk is the same for all samples (a) to (e) due to its parameter
dependency. Moreover, for the tracking example, Pˆ = 1, Rˆ = 1, F = 1, AUCλ = 0.445. For
computing Pˆ and Rˆ, we set τ2 = 0.5 [8]. Unlike Pˆ, Rˆ and F , AUCλ can identify the discrepancy
between the estimations and the ground truth.
information, Ok (Eq. 2.3), to evaluate the performance. Tracking performance is quantified into
a single score by computing the area under the lost track ratio curve (AUCλ ) as follows:
AUCλ = ∆τ
1
∑
τ=0
λ (τ), (2.10)
where AUCλ ∈ [0,1] and the lower AUCλ , the better the tracking result. λ is the ratio of the
number of frames with a lost track and the total frames in the estimated trajectory, where a track
is considered lost if Ok ≤ τ with τ ∈ [0,1] being the threshold value. Because the appropriate
value of τ can be different for different tracking applications, the variation of λ is considered for a
full range of τ values, from τ = 0 to τ = 1 with an increment of ∆τ , and the parameterized values
of the lost-track ratio are referred to as λ (τ). The tracking evaluation methodology presented
in [89] uses the Dice score Dk. The evaluation procedure involves computing Correct Track
Ratio, CTR, and mean dice, MD. CTR is the percentage of frames where the Dk is greater than
a threshold and MD is the average of Dk scores that are greater than this threshold. CTR and
MD are computed for a full range of threshold values and the resulting plot (MD vs. CT R) is
used to analyse the tracking performance. The plot needs to be inspected by an operator in order
to determine the tracking performance. See Fig. 2.5 for numerical examples and Tab. 2.2 for a
summary of the single-target evaluation measures.
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Table 2.2: Summary of single-target tracking evaluation measures. The comparison is based on
whether the evaluation measure is threshold independent, the target-size changes considered in
the evaluation, the tracker’s robustness is evaluated partially (P) or thoroughly (T) in the frame-
work, the type of measures i.e. distance-based or overlap-based, and the evaluation is at frame
level or sequence level.
Ref. Threshold Size-change Robustness Type Evaluation type
independence evaluation evaluation
[96] X X Distance-based Frame level
[72] X Distance-based Frame level
[67] X Distance-based Frame level
[62] X Distance-based, Overlap-based Frame level, Sequence level
[71] X Distance-based Sequence level
[43] X Distance-based Sequence level
[73] X X Overlap-based Frame level
[10] X Overlap-based Frame level
[60] X P Overlap-based Frame level
[89] X X Overlap-based Sequence level
[C3] X X P Overlap-based Sequence level
[J2] X X T Overlap-based Sequence level
2.3.3 Assignment problem for multi-target tracking evaluation
The trajectory evaluation for multi-target tracking requires first solving the assignment problem,
which associates the estimated tracks to the ground-truth tracks. The assignment problem may
be solved using only the position information (point-based assignment) that involves minimising
the distance between the estimated and ground-truth tracks [86, 10], or using also the region
information (region-based assignment) that considers the overlap [52, 117] or coincidence [13]
between the estimated and ground-truth regions. Moreover, the assignment may be determined
at frame level [8] or at sequence level [86]. The solution to the assignment problem is followed
by the quantification of tracking performance using measure(s).
We can identify three categories of multi-target tracking evaluation measures, which are:
Point-based Assignment and Position-based Tracking Evaluation (PAPTE) measures, Region-
based Assignment and Position-based Tracking Evaluation (RAPTE) measures, and Region-
based Assignment and Size-based Tracking Evaluation (RASTE) measures. PAPTE measures
use target position information both for solving the assignment (point-based assignment) and for
providing the evaluation (position-based assignment) between the estimated and ground-truth
tracks without taking into account size changes over time (Fig. 2.6). RAPTE measures also use
target region information to solve the assignment (region-based assignment) and offer a position-
based evaluation of tracking. RASTE measures employ the region-based assignment and evaluate
by also considering the temporal size variations (size-based evaluation). Next, we discuss the
PAPTE, RAPTE and RASTE measures.
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Figure 2.6: General procedure for the computation of the evaluation score S for multi-target
tracking. Three different modalities are possible: using a point-based solution for the assignment
problem and for evaluation (s1 = s2 = 1,s3 = s4 = 2); using a region-based solution for the
assignment problem and a point-based solution for evaluation (s1 = s2 = 2,s3 = s4 = 1); using a
region-based solution for the assignment problem and information about target position and size
for evaluation (s1 = s2 = 2,s3 = s4 = 2).
2.3.4 Point-based assignment and position-based evaluation measures
for multi-target tracking
PAPTE measures are Object Tracking Error [10], Wasserstein’s distance-based metric [44], Opti-
mal Sub-Pattern Assignment metric [86, 94], Tracker Detection Rate [10], False Alarm Rate [10],
Track Detection Rate [10] and Track Fragmentation [10]. These measures are explained below.
Object Tracking Error (OTE) computes the tracking accuracy as the mean distance between
the position of the estimated and ground-truth track pair. An estimated track is associated
with ground-truth track based on the minimisation of the mean distance between their common
frames [95]. Therefore, OTEt` is calculated for the associated pair t` as follows:
OTEt` =
1
Kˆt`
kˆt`end
∑
k=kˆt`ini
√
(x¯k,t` − xk,t`)2+(y¯k,t` − yk,t`)2, (2.11)
where Kˆt` denotes the number of common frames in the associated track pair t`, and equals
kˆt`end − kˆt`ini.
The Wasserstein’s distance computes the tracking accuracy between Xk and X¯k as follows:
Wp(X¯k,Xk) = min
C¯
(
uk
∑
j=1
vk
∑
i=1
C¯kj,id(X
′
k, j, X¯
′
k,i)
p
)1/p
, (2.12)
where uk and vk are the number of estimated and ground-truth targets at frame k, respectively,
d(·)p defines the p-norm (p ∈ [1,∞)), and the transportation matrix, C¯ contains the association
costs between all possible estimated and ground-truth track pairs. The Hungarian or Munkres
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algorithm [56, 70] is used to find the associations with the minimum overall cost.
Unlike OTE and Wp(·), the Optimal Sub-Pattern Assignment (OSPA) metric evaluates track-
ing by also including the cardinality error:
Dp,c(X¯k,Xk) =
[
1
max(uk,vk)
(
min
pi∈Πuk
vk
∑
i=1
(
D`c(X¯ ′k,i,X
′
k,pi(i))
)p
+ |uk− vk| · cp
)]1/p
. (2.13)
Πuk denotes the set of permutations such that the length of each permutation is vk whose elements
are taken from {1,2, . . . ,uk}; c is the cut-off parameter and defines the upper bound; p is the order
parameter (p ∈ [1,∞)) of OSPA metric, which penalises the estimated states that are far away
from any of the ground-truth states; D`c(X¯ ′,X ′) is the cut-off distance between estimated and
ground-truth states: D`c(X¯ ′,X ′) = min(c, D`(X¯ ′,X ′)). The base distance between the two states,
D`(X¯ ′,X ′), combines localisation and labeling errors [86]:
D`(X¯ ′,X ′) =
(||X¯ ′−X ′||p˘+α p˘δ [l¯, l])1/ p˘ , (2.14)
where δ [l¯, l] = 0 when l¯ = l and δ [l¯, l] = 1 when l¯ 6= l, and the parameter α ∈ [0,c] penalises
the labelling error if the frame-level assignment established using the minimisation in Eq. 2.13
differs from the global assignment of tracks, which is determined a priori by minimising the
average distance between estimated and ground-truth tracks [86, 36]. The parameter p˘ defines
the order of the base distance and typically p˘ = p = 1 [86].
Tracker Detection Rate (TRDR), False Alarm Rate (FAR) and Track Detection Rate (TDR)
quantify the tracking accuracy while considering the information about true positives and false
positives. While these measures take into account the target-size information (in determining
true positives and false positives using the coincidence criterion), they are classified as PAPTE
measures because they do not incorporate temporal target-size changes in the evaluation. The
association between estimated and ground-truth tracks for TRDR, FAR and TDR is established
as for OTE. TRDR provides the tracking performance at frame k as:
TRDRk =
|T̂ Pk|
vk
, (2.15)
where |T̂ Pk| is the number of true positive (correctly-tracked) targets and vk is the number of
ground-truth targets. With a target being represented as a bounding box, the true positive es-
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timation refers to the coincidence of the centroid of the ground-truth bounding box with the
estimated bounding box. An estimation is a false positive, F̂Pk, if the centroid of none of the
ground-truth bounding boxes coincides(lies) with(in) an estimated bounding box. FAR evaluates
the performance at frame k using the information about |T̂ Pk| and |F̂Pk| as:
FARk =
|F̂Pk|
|T̂ Pk|+ |F̂Pk|
. (2.16)
TDR provides the track-level tracking performance as follows:
TDRi =
|T̂ P j|
K¯i
, (2.17)
where |T̂ P j| is the number of true positive targets in X j and K¯i is the number of frames in the
corresponding ground-truth track.
Track Fragmentation (TF) evaluates the ID consistency of targets in the form of their number
of ID changes, |IDCi|:
TFi = |IDCi|; (2.18)
|IDCi| is measured with respect to a ground-truth track i (X¯i) as the number of estimated tracks
that are associated to X¯i, where the association is established as for OTE.
2.3.5 Region-based assignment and position-based evaluation measures
for multi-target tracking
RAPTE measures are true positive track matches, false positive track matches and false negative
matches [13], as discussed below.
True positive (TP) track matches, false positive (FP) track matches and false negative (FN)
track matches are determined using the spatial and temporal overlaps between estimated and
ground-truth tracks. The computation of these measures involves solving the assignment problem
implicitly. If there exists a spatial overlap as well as a temporal overlap between the estimated
track j and any ground-truth track i, it is considered to be a TP track match. A spatial overlap is
measured between the estimated track j and ground-truth track i as the percentage of frames in
which the centroid of the estimated bounding box coincides with the corresponding ground-truth
bounding box. In the case of TP track match, the temporal overlap, O˘t p, is computed as a ratio
of the number of frames that are in common between estimated track j and ground-truth track i
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(N ovi, j ), and K¯i:
O˘t p =
N ovi, j
K¯i
, (2.19)
An estimation is a FP track match if the spatial or temporal overlap is less than a threshold, τ3.
In the case of FP track match, the temporal overlap, O˘ f p, is defined as
O˘ f p =
N ovi, j
K j
. (2.20)
An estimation is a FN track match if the spatial or temporal overlap is less than a threshold, τ4. In
this case, the spatial overlap is measured between the ground-truth track i and any estimated track
j as the percentage of frames in which the centroid of the ground truth bounding box coincides
with the corresponding estimated bounding box. The temporal overlap for a FN track match is
O˘ f n = O˘t p (Eq. 2.19).
2.3.6 Region-based assignment and size-based evaluation measures
for multi-target tracking
RASTE measures are Correct Detected Track [117], False Alarm Track [117], Track Detection
Failure [117], Multiple Object Tracking Precision [52], Multiple Object Detection Accuracy [52],
Normalised Multiple Object Detection Accuracy [52], Multiple Object Tracking Accuracy [52]
and ID changes [117], as explained below.
The concept of Correct Detected Track (CDT), False Alarm Track (FAT) and Track Detection
Failure (TDF) is similar to TP, FP and FN track matches, respectively (Sec. 2.3.5). However, the
difference is that the latter set of measures establish the spatial overlap in a frame based on
the coincidence criterion and the former set of measures compute the spatial overlap based on
the amount of common pixels between estimated and ground-truth target regions (as defined
in Eq. 2.3). This means that, unlike TP, FP and FN track matches, CDT, FAT and TDF also
incorporate target-size changes in the evaluation.
Multiple Object Tracking Precision (MOTP), Multiple Object Detection Accuracy (MODA),
Normalised MODA (N-MODA) and Multiple Object Tracking Accuracy (MOTA) use a one-to-
one frame-level assignment between estimated and ground-truth tracks determined by maximis-
ing the spatial overlap values (calculated as in Eq. 2.3) between track pairs using the Hungarian
algorithm [56, 52].
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MOTP evaluates the tracking performance by quantifying the amount of overlap between
estimated and ground-truth tracks as follows:
MOTP =
∑nmt`=1∑
kˆt`end
k=kˆt`ini
|A¯t`k∩At`k|
|A¯t`k∪At`k|
∑Kk=1 nkm
, (2.21)
where nm denotes the number of associated pairs of estimated and ground-truth tracks, and nkm
denotes the number of associated pairs of the estimated and ground-truth targets at frame k.
MOTP uses in the evaluation the pairs with an overlap, |A¯
t`
k∩At`k|
|A¯t`k∪At`k|
> τo, where τo is a fixed threshold
value.
MODAk uses the information about the number of false negatives (|F̂Nk|) and the number of
false positives (|F̂Pk|) at frame k to evaluate tracking performance:
MODAk = 1− c1|F̂Nk|+ c2|F̂Pk|vk , (2.22)
where c1 and c2 are application-dependent parameters fixed a priori. The estimations are clas-
sified into F̂Pk and F̂Nk by comparing the overlap between the associated pairs of estimated
and ground-truth target regions with the threshold τo. MODA does not have a lower bound and
continues to decrease with the increase in |F̂Nk| and/or |F̂Pk|. N-MODA is the sequence-level
formulation of MODA and is given as
N-MODA = 1− ∑
K
k=1(c1|F̂Nk|+ c2|F̂Pk|)
∑Kk=1 vk
. (2.23)
MOTA provides the tracking performance at sequence level and incorporates also the contri-
bution of the number of ID switches (|IDSk|) in addition to the contributions of |F̂Pk| and |F̂Nk|.
The parameters c1, c2 and c3 (fixed a priori) determine the contributions of |F̂Nk|, |F̂Pk| and
|IDSk|, respectively, which are combined over time and normalised as
MOTA = 1− ∑
K
k=1(c1|F̂Nk|+ c2|F̂Pk|+ c3|IDSk|)
∑Kk=1 vk
. (2.24)
The computation of F̂Pk and F̂Nk is the same as in MODA. Moreover, like MODA, MOTA is
numerically not lower bounded.
ID Changes (IDC) sums the number of ID changes belonging to all ground-truth tracks. The
association between estimated and ground-truth bounding boxes is established at each frame by
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Table 2.3: Summary of multi-target tracking evaluation measures. Key: PAPTE: Point-based
Assignment and Position-based Tracking Evaluation; RAPTE: Region-based Assignment and
Position-based Tracking Evaluation; RASTE: Region-based Assignment and Size-based Track-
ing Evaluation.
Measure Ref. Threshold Size-change Type Evaluation Accuracy Cardinality
independence evaluation computation error
OSPA [86] PAPTE Frame level X X
Wp(·) [44] X PAPTE Frame level X
OTE [10] X PAPTE Sequence level X
TRDR [10] X PAPTE Frame level X
FAR [10] X PAPTE Frame level X
TDR [10] X PAPTE Sequence level X
TF [10] X PAPTE Sequence level
TP matches [13] RAPTE Sequence level X
FP matches [13] RAPTE Sequence level X
FN matches [13] RAPTE Sequence level X
CDT [117] X RASTE Sequence level X
FAT [117] X RASTE Sequence level X
TDF [117] X RASTE Sequence level X
IDC [117] X RASTE Sequence level
MODA [52] X RASTE Frame level X X
N-MODA [52] X RASTE Sequence level X X
MOTA [52] X RASTE Sequence level X X
MOTP [52] X RASTE Sequence level X
METE [J1] X X RASTE Frame level X X
MELT [J1] X X RASTE Sequence level X
NIDC [J1] X X RASTE Sequence level
comparing their overlap with a fixed threshold. An ID change occurs at frame k if the overlap
between an estimated and ground-truth track pair becomes less than the threshold. Table 2.3
summarises the existing multi-target tracking evaluation measures.
2.4 Evaluation campaigns and projects
Several campaigns and projects aided the evaluation of video surveillance including Context
Aware Vision using Image-based Active Recognition project (CAVIAR)2, Evaluation du Traite-
ment et de l’Interpretation de Sequences vidEO (ETISEO)3, Classification of Events, Activities
and Relationships (CLEAR)4, Performance Evaluation of Tracking and Surveillance (PETS)5,
imagery Library for Intelligent Detection Systems (i-LIDS)6, and Visual Object Tracking (VOT)
challenge7. Next we give an overview of these campaigns.
2http://homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/rbf/CAVIAR/. Accessed March 2014.
3http://www-sop.inria.fr/orion/ETISEO/index.htm. Accessed March 2014.
4http://www.clear-evaluation.org/. Accessed May 2011.
5http://www.cvg.rdg.ac.uk/slides/pets.html. Accessed March 2014.
6http://www.ilids.co.uk. Accessed March 2014.
7http://www.votchallenge.net/index.html. Accessed March 2014.
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2.4.1 Context Aware Vision using Image-based Active Recognition
The Context Aware Vision using Image-based Active Recognition (CAVIAR) project was an
important initiative which was mainly aimed at detection, activity recognition and behaviour
analysis in indoor city surveillance scenarios. The project made contributions in the form of
efficient feature extraction, activity and behavior recognition methods, performance comparison
of detection methods (using TRDR (Eq. 2.15) and FAR (Eq. 2.16)), and numerous datasets
for building entrance lobby and shopping mall scenes8. The building entrance sequences were
recorded with two cameras (one with a wide-angle lens and the other with a steerable pan-tilt-
zoom) and contain activities such as walking, browsing, resting, fainting, bag leaving, people
meeting, people splitting and people fighting. The shopping mall sequences were recorded from
two views (one with a corridor inside view and the other with a frontal view) and cover activities
such as people walking along the corridor, people going in and out of stores, people crossing
their paths, people stopping in the corridor and people browsing. These datasets are used by
the community also for testing the tracking algorithms. Moreover, CAVIAR contributed and
sponsored workshops including the Computer Vision System Control Architectures (VSCA)9 in
2003, the IEEE International Workshop on Performance Evaluation of Tracking and Surveillance
(PETS)10 in 2004, and the Human Activity Recognition and Modelling (HAREM)11 in 2005.
2.4.2 Evaluation du Traitement et de l’Interpretation de Sequences vidEO
Evaluation du Traitement et de l’Interpretation de Sequences vidEO (ETISEO) was a campaign
aimed at evaluating the video surveillance algorithms for detection, tracking, classification and
event recognition. The campaign provided a large number of datasets including sequences and
ground truth, and introduced evaluation measures. The datasets used in ETISEO covered in-
door and outdoor scenarios of the building corridor, building entrance, aircraft parking area,
street/road, room, car park and metro with people and/or persons as targets. The activities in-
cluded vehicle motion; person and object interactions; person, vehicle and object interactions;
and abondoned baggage in crowded scenarios. The sequences were recorded using infrared and
colour single and multiple cameras. The measures used in tracking evaluation quantified the
percentage of frames where the target is tracked (a target was considered tracked in a frame if
8http://groups.inf.ed.ac.uk/vision/CAVIAR/CAVIARDATA1/. Accessed June 2012.
9http://homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/rbf/VSCA03/. Accessed May 2014.
10http://www-prima.inrialpes.fr/PETS04/pets04.html. Accessed May 2014.
11http://users.isr.ist.utl.pt/~jasv/harem2005/. Accessed May 2014.
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Dk > 0.7) and ID changes [73, 74]. The campaign contributed by disseminating data and con-
ducting a series of meetings in which a total of 17 teams belonging to various universities and
organisations participated.
2.4.3 Classification of Events, Activities and Relationships
Classification of Events, Activities and Relationships (CLEAR) was an important effort within
the ambit of performance evaluation of surveillance systems. In particular, the campaign was
aimed towards evaluating algorithms involving detection and tracking (person, face, vehicle),
person identification, head pose estimation, and acoustic event detection and classification. The
dataset for the CLEAR evaluation campaign was provided in collaboration with the Computers
in the Human Interaction Loop (CHIL) project [106] and imagery Library for Intelligent Detec-
tion Systems (i-LIDS). The sequences covered scenarios including meeting room, lecture room
and surveillance. The measures used in CLEAR included Multiple Object Detection Accuracy
(MODA) (Eq. 2.22), Normalised-MODA (N-MODA) (Eq. 2.23), Multiple Object Tracking Ac-
curacy (MOTA) (Eq. 2.24), Multiple Object Tracking Precision (MOTP) (Eq. 2.21). Moreover,
CLEAR organised two workshops in 2006 and 2007.
2.4.4 Performance Evaluation of Tracking and Surveillance
Performance Evaluation of Tracking and Surveillance (PETS) was an evaluation program for
video tracking and surveillance algorithms. Since 2000, PETS has organised a series of work-
shops in association with important international conferences. PETS provided the community
with a wealth of key benchmark datasets to test their algorithms for a range tasks including
outdoor tracking of people (PETS 200012, PETS 200113, PETS 200314) and vehicle (PETS
2000, PETS 2001), indoor tracking of people (PETS 200215), tracking in crowded scenes (PETS
200916, PETS 201317), people counting (PETS 2002), classification of hand posture (PETS
2002), left luggage detection events (PETS 20065), luggage theft detection events (PETS 200718)
and crowd analysis (PETS 2009, PETS 2013). These datasets were recorded from single and
12ftp://ftp.cs.rdg.ac.uk/pub/PETS2000/. Accessed June 2012.
13http://www.cvg.rdg.ac.uk/PETS2001/pets2001-dataset.html. Accessed March 2014.
14ftp://ftp.pets.rdg.ac.uk/pub/VS-PETS/. Accessed April 2014.
15ftp://ftp.pets.rdg.ac.uk/pub/PETS2002/. Accesed April 2014.
16http://www.cvg.rdg.ac.uk/PETS2009/. Accessed April 2014.
17http://pets2013.net/. Accessed April 2014.
18http://pets2007.net/. Accessed April 2014.
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multiple views and involved key challenges. In PETS workshops the participants used various
measures to evaluate results such as object centroid error, ID changes and overlap information.
2.4.5 Imagery Library for Intelligent Detection Systems
Another effort towards the evaluation of surveillance systems was made with the introduction of
imagery Library for Intelligent Detection Systems (i-LIDS) that was created by the Centre for
Applied Science and Technology (CAST)19 in collaboration with the Centre for the Protection
of National Infrastructure (CPNI)20. Various datasets were provided covering scenarios of the
underground station, doorway surveillance, traffic (roads) and airport, which could be used to test
the methods for event detection and tracking. i-LIDS provides real-world CCTV video footage
for these scenarios making it useful for the evaluation of algorithms under challenging conditions.
The evaluation criteria for measuring tracking performance involves classifying the frame-level
estimations (bounding boxes) into true positives, false positives and false negatives based on
their Euclidean distance from the ground truth. The total true positives, false positives and false
negatives across the sequences are then used to quantify Precision (Eq. 2.7), Recall (Eq. 2.8) and
F-score (Eq. 2.9).
2.4.6 Visual Object Tracking challenge
Visual Object Tracking (VOT) challenge was conducted in 2013 to aim at the evaluation of
state-of-the-art single-target trackers using the existing commonly-used datasets21. The dataset
covered scenarios such as diving, gymnastics, concert, sport, road/street, skating, jumping and
indoor scenes. The tracking performance criteria used the extent of overlap (Ok (Eq. 2.3)) across
the sequence. Specifically, two evaluation scores were used [54]. The first one was the mean
overlap across the sequence to quantify the accuracy. The second one quantifies the number
of times the tracker fails (i.e. Ok = 0) across the sequence. Indeed, this idea of separately
quantifying accuracy and failure for evaluating trackers’ performance is inspired from [J2], in
which we compute tracking accuracy (using a procedure that uses temporal overlap information
and lost-track ratio [62]) and failure (as a percentage of frames in the sequence with Ok = 0), and
combine them into a single score.
19https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/introduction-to-the-centre-for-applied-science-and-
technology. Accessed May 2014.
20http://www.cpni.gov.uk/. Accessed May 2014.
21http://box.vicos.si/vot/vot2013.zip. Accessed March 2014.
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Despite the diffusion of several evaluation campaigns, there is still a lack of a commonly-
used platform for the video tracking performance evaluation. VOT challenge aimed to address
this shortcoming. It would also be desirable to enable an explicit robustness evaluation of trackers
in the presence of distortions (that may influence the performance of trackers in real applications)
including noisy inputs, frame dropping, video compression and varying scene conditions such as
illumination changes, which would be needed when choosing a tracker for a specific challenge.
Tab. 2.4 presents a summary of the evaluation campaigns and projects.
2.5 Datasets
Generally in video surveillance the trackers are evaluated on three types of target including head,
person (full body) and vehicle. Below we list key sequences used by the community for the
trackers’ performance evaluation.
For head tracking evaluation the SPEVI Emilio22, SPEVI Toni22, Clemson23, David [87], Oc-
cluded Face [2], Occluded Face 2 [3] and Sunshade21 are well-known sequences (Fig. 2.7). All
the sequences are captured in an indoor environment except Sunshade that is recorded outdoor.
Among all the sequences David has significant illumination changes over time. Additionally,
David and Clemson sequences involve constant camera motion. Moreover, SPEVI Emilio has
significant variations in the target size and shows approximately a ten times increase in the tar-
get area compared to the initial target size. Furthermore, Occluded Face and Occluded Face 2
have a limited translatory motion of target but have recurring occlusions across the sequence.
The specific challenges involved in these sequences include occlusions (SPEVI, Clemson, Oc-
cluded Face, Occluded Face 2), illumination changes (David, Sunshade), scale changes (SPEVI,
Clemson, David), pose changes (SPEVI, Clemson, David), camera motion (Clemson, David,
Occluded Face), clutter (Clemson, David, Occluded Face 2) and orientation changes (Sunshade,
Occluded Face 2).
22http://www.eecs.qmul.ac.uk/~andrea/spevi.html. Accessed June 2012.
23http://www.ces.clemson.edu/~stb/research/headtracker/seq/. Accessed February 2014.
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Figure 2.7: Samples from the datasets for the head tracking evaluation. First row (left to right):
SPEVI Toni, SPEVI Emilio, David; second row: Clemson; third row (left to right) Occluded
Face, Occluded Face 2, Sunshade.
For person tracking evaluation the ETH Bahnhof24, ETH Sunnyday24, TownCentre [8], iLids25,
PETS 200926, CAVIAR8, Bolt21, Diving21, Gymnastics21, Iceskater21, Singer21 and Woman [2]
are important sequences (Fig. 2.8). TownCentre, ETH Bahnhof and ETH Sunnyday present
crowded scenes with average number of people per frame of 16, 8 and 5, respectively. Singer
involves significant target size changes and illumination changes across the sequence. Moreover,
Bolt, Diving, Gymnatics and Ice skater have a highly articulate (fast) target motion (substantial
pose and orientation changes) across the sequence. Specifically, the sequences include the chal-
lenges of occlusions (TownCentre, ETH Bahnhof, ETH Sunnyday, iLids, PETS 2009, CAVIAR,
Bolt, Woman), crowdedness (TownCentre, ETH Bahnhof, ETH Sunnyday, Bolt), camera motion
(ETH Bahnhof, ETH Sunnyday, Bolt, Diving, Gymnastics, Iceskater, Singer, Woman), illumina-
tion changes (ETH Bahnhof, ETH Sunnyday, iLids, Singer), scale changes (TownCentre, ETH
Bahnhof, ETH Sunnyday, iLids, PETS 2009, CAVIAR, Bolt, Gymnastics, Iceskater, Singer,
24http://www.vision.ee.ethz.ch/~aess/iccv2007/. Accessed August 2012.
25http://www.eecs.qmul.ac.uk/~andrea/avss2007 d.html. Accessed June 2012.
26http://www.cvg.rdg.ac.uk/PETS2009/a.html#s2l1. Accessed May 2014.
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Figure 2.8: Samples from the datasets for the person tracking evaluation. First row (left to
right): ETH Bahnhof, ETH Sunnyday, TownCenter; second row (left to right): iLids, PETS
2009, CAVIAR, CAVIAR; third row (left to right): Bolt, Diving, Gymnastics; fourth row (left to
right): Iceskater, Singer, Woman.
Woman), pose changes (PETS 2009, CAVIAR, Bolt, Gymnastics, Iceskater, Woman), variable
speed (TownCentre, iLids, CAVIAR), clutter (PETS 2009, CAVIAR, Bolt, Diving, Gymnastics,
Singer, Woman) and orientation changes (Diving, Gymnastics, Iceskater).
For vehicle tracking evaluation the PETS 200012, PETS 2001 Highway13, PETS 2001 Re-
verse13, AVSS 2007 challenge25, Car [51], Bike [51], Bicycle21 and Jump21 are key sequences
(Fig. 2.9). PETS 2001 Highway, Car, Bike, Bicycle and Jump involve a continuous target and
camera motion across the sequence. PETS 2001 Reverse has a reverse and forward vehicle mo-
tion and 180o pose change in the sequence. Moreover, AVSS 2007 challenge sequence has sub-
stantial scale changes and a strong background clutter. The specific challenges in the sequences
include camera motion (Bicycle, PETS 2001, Jump, Car, Bike), occlusions (Bicycle, Car, Bike),
clutter (Bicycle, PETS 2001, PETS 2000, AVSS 2007, Car, Bike), scale changes (Bicycle, Jump,
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Figure 2.9: Samples from the datasets for the vehicle tracking evaluation. First row (left to right):
PETS 2000, PETS 2001 Highway, PETS 2001 Reverse; second row: AVSS 2007, Car; third row
(left to right) Bicycle, Jump, Bike.
PETS 2000, PETS 2001, AVSS 2007, Bike), pose changes (Bicycle, PETS 2000, PETS 2001,
AVSS 2007, Jump), shadows (Jump, Car, Bike) and abrupt movement (Bike).
Tab. 2.5 lists the important sequences used for video tracking performance evaluation. For
a comprehensive evaluation of trackers the choice of dataset should be made so as to consider
the diversity of targets, presence of different challenges and the input variations accounting for
the operational conditions in real-world applications, and an appropriate amount of test data
to provide a statistically significant performance comparison of trackers. The choice of test
sequences in this thesis is made taking into account these considerations and include sequences
from PETS, CAVIAR, i-LIDS, ETH Bahnhof, ETH Sunnyday, SPEVI, TownCentre and Clemson
datasets.
2.6 Discussion
We reviewed the state-of-the-art single-target tracking measures that provide distance-based or
overlap-based evaluation (Tab. 2.2). Distance-based measures can be ineffective in identify-
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Table 2.5: Summary of the key sequences for video tracking performance evaluation.
Sequence Ref. Target type Challenges
SPEVI 22 Head Occlusions, scale changes, pose changes
Clemson 23 Head Occlusions, scale changes, pose changes, camera motion, clutter
David [87] Head Illumination changes, scale changes, pose changes, camera motion, clutter
Occluded Face [2] Head Occlusions, camera motion
Occluded Face 2 [3] Head Occlusions, clutter, orientation changes
Sunshade 21 Head Illumination changes, orientation changes
ETH Bahnhof 24 Person Occlusions, crowdedness, camera motion,illumination changes, scale changes
ETH Sunnyday 24 Person Occlusions, crowdedness, camera motion, illumination changes, scale changes
TownCentre [8] Person Occlusions, crowdedness, scale changes, variable speed
iLids 25 Person Occlusions, illumination changes, scale changes, variable speed
PETS 2009 26 Person Occlusions, scale changes, pose changes, clutter
CAVIAR 8 Person Occlusions, scale changes, pose changes, variable speed, clutter
Bolt 21 Person Occlusions, crowdedness, camera motion, scale changes, pose changes, clutter
Diving 21 Person Camera motion, clutter, orientation changes
Gymnastics 21 Person Camera motion, scale changes, pose changes, clutter, orientation changes
Iceskater 21 Person Camera motion, scale changes, pose changes, orientation changes
Singer 21 Person Camera motion, illumination changes, scale changes, clutter
Woman [2] Person Occlusions, camera motion, scale changes, pose changes, clutter
PETS 2000 12 Vehicle Clutter, scale changes, pose changes
PETS 2001 13 Vehicle Camera motion, clutter, scale changes, pose changes
AVSS 2007 challenge 25 Vehicle Clutter, scale changes, pose changes
Car [51] Vehicle Camera motion, occlusions, clutter, shadows
Bike [51] Vehicle Camera motion, occlusions, clutter, scale changes, shadows, abrupt movement
Bicycle 21 Vehicle Camera motion, occlusions, clutter, scale changes, pose changes
Jump 21 Vehicle Camera motion, scale changes, pose changes, shadows
ing tracking failures [95, 72, 67] and evaluating temporal size changes [72, 67], which makes
the overlap-based measures more desirable. Existing overlap-based criteria [60, 62] use fixed
threshold parameters that restrict their use to application-specific tracking performance assess-
ment. Additionally, the measures [73, 60, 62] provide a frame-level tracking evaluation, whereas
it would be desirable to effectively encapsulate the overall tracking performance into a sin-
gle score to simplify the performance comparison task. Moreover, while several evaluation
campaigns (CAVIAR, ETISEO, CLEAR, PETS, i-LIDS, VOT challenge), evaluation methods
[60, 72, 73, 89] and datasets were introduced, researchers tend to use different measures and
varying datasets to evaluate and compare their tracking algorithms due to the absence of a com-
mon platform unlike in other research areas of image processing and computer vision [47, 92, 5].
While the recent VOT challenge attempted to address this limitation, the need remains to en-
able the robustness evaluation of trackers in the presence of real-world conditions (under which
trackers operate) using a uniform set of evaluation procedures.
We discussed the existing multi-target tracking evaluation measures, which are classified into
different categories based on the type of their assignment and evaluation procedures (Tab. 2.3).
Frame-level measures do not evaluate target-size variations [86, 10, 44], rely on preset applica-
tion dependent thresholds [86, 52] and do not account for cardinality error [10, 44]. Likewise,
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sequence-level measures do not take into account target-size-change evaluation (OTE, TDR [10]
and those proposed in [13]), use preset thresholds (MOTA, MOTP [52] and those proposed in
[117]) and provide accuracy evaluation only while ignoring cardinality error [10, 52, 117, 13].
Moreover, sequence-level measures are usually not used for analysing the performance of a
tracker at varying accuracy levels, which would aid in determining its suitability for a specific
scenario or application. Existing ID-change evaluation criteria simply count the number of ID
changes or switches across the sequence [10, 52, 117], whereas it would be useful to quantify ID
changes relative to the length of the track.
This thesis aims to address the above-mentioned limitations. Specifically, we propose three
parameter-independent overlap-based measures to provide a comprehensive evaluation of multi-
target tracking performance (Ch. 3). These measures are numerically bounded and take into
account the temporal target-size changes. We also propose a protocol that uses a set of prede-
fined evaluation procedures to assess and compare the robustness of trackers under a wide range
of real-world operational conditions using a single-score evaluation criterion (Ch. 4). Finally,
considering the lack of attention towards the assessment of tracking evaluation measures per se,
we present a methodology to quantitatively assess the relative performance of measures (Ch. 5).
Chapter 3
Evaluation measures
3.1 Introduction
Discrepancy-based multi-target evaluation measures need to cope with the problem of estab-
lishing associations among estimated and ground-truth tracks followed by quantifying the track-
ing performance. The evaluation involves measuring accuracy of the estimate, target cardinal-
ity error and occurrence of ID changes (Fig. 2.2). Existing measures require parameter pre-
setting [86, 52, 117], do not evaluate variations in target size over time [86, 44] and are not
numerically bounded [52, 44], as highlighted in the previous chapter (Sec. 2.6). To address
these limitations, we propose three measures [J1], namely Multiple Extended-target Tracking
Error (METE), Multiple Extended-target Lost-Track ratio (MELT) and Normalised ID Changes
(NIDC), for providing a thorough performance assessment of multi-target tracking taking into
account accuracy, cardinality error and ID changes.
In this chapter, we first describe the three proposed measures, METE (Sec. 3.2), MELT
(Sec. 3.3) and NIDC (Sec. 3.4). This is followed by the experimental validation and analysis
in Sec. 3.5. The chapter is summarised in Sec. 3.6.
3.2 Multiple extended-target tracking error
Multiple Extended-target Tracking Error (METE) is an overlap-based measure that provides eval-
uation by combining accuracy and cardinality errors. Although inspired from OSPA (Eq. 2.13),
METE is parameter-independent and does not require the inclusion of OSPA parameters (c, p)
52
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due to the use of spatial overlap information.
The accuracy error,Ak, computes the closeness between estimated and ground-truth states at
frame k as
Ak = min
pi∈Πmax(vk ,uk)
min(vk,uk)
∑
i=1
(
1−O(A¯k,i,Ak,pi(i))
)
, (3.1)
where O(A¯k,i,Ak,pi(i)) quantifies the extent of spatial overlap between the ground-truth target
region, A¯k,i, and the estimated target region, Ak,pi(i): O(A¯k,i,Ak,pi(i)) =
|A¯k,i∩Ak,pi(i)|
|A¯k,i∪Ak,pi(i)| as defined in
Eq. 2.3. Without the loss of generality, A¯k,i and Ak,pi(i) are considered to be bounding boxes.
Πmax(vk,uk) represents the set of permutations where min(vk,uk) is the length of each permutation
whose elements are taken from {1,2, . . . ,max(vk,uk)}. The permutation that minimises the sum-
mation term in Eq. 3.1 solves the assignment between estimated and ground-truth states, and is
used to calculate the accuracy error,Ak, at frame k. We use the Hungarian algorithm [56] for this
minimisation. When uk = vk,Ak ∈ [0,uk = vk]; when uk > vk,Ak ∈ [0,vk] since the assignment is
established only for the vk terms; when uk < vk, Ak ∈ [0,uk] since the assignment is established
only for the uk terms. As the computation of Ak considers only the associated pairs of estimated
and ground-truth targets, the information about the unassociated targets (difference between uk
and vk) needs also to be accounted for in the evaluation. This justifies the need of calculating the
cardinality error, Ck, which is defined as the error in estimating the number of targets:
Ck = |uk− vk|. (3.2)
Therefore, METE combines Ck with Ak (as done in the case of OSPA [86, 94]) to take into
account the unassociated targets in the evaluation and to quantify the tracking performance into
a single score at frame k as:
METEk =
Ak +Ck
max(vk,uk)
, (3.3)
METEk ∈ [0,1]: the smaller METEk, the better the tracking performance. Next we explain the
bounded nature of the METE such that for the best tracking scenario METEk = 0 and for the
worst tracking scenario METEk = 1.
Best tracking scenario: O(·) = 1 for all associated pairs of the estimated and ground-truth targets,
which impliesAk = 0 (Eq. 3.1). uk = vk, which implies Ck = 0 (Eq. 3.2). Therefore, METEk = 0
using Eq. 3.3.
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Worst tracking scenario: When uk = vk, Ck = 0 and the highest value of Ak = uk = vk; therefore
the numerator in Eq. 3.3 is given as: Ak + Ck = vk = uk. When uk > vk, the highest value of
Ak = vk; therefore the numerator becomesAk+Ck = vk+ |uk−vk|= uk : uk > vk. When uk < vk,
the highest value of Ak = uk; therefore the numerator becomes Ak + Ck = uk + |uk− vk| = vk :
uk < vk. Thus, the numerator boils down to Ak +Ck = max(vk,uk) implying METEk = 1 using
Eq. 3.3. The other tracking cases lie between METEk = 0 and METEk = 1 (see Fig. 3.1).
The same METE values for two different trackers may result from different combinations of
accuracy and cardinality errors. Therefore, separately analysing these errors may be useful to
identify their individual contribution in the computation of METE. For this reason, we use the
Accuracy Error Rate (AER):
AER =
1
K
K
∑
k=1
Ak, (3.4)
and the Cardinality Error Rate (CER):
CER =
1
K
K
∑
k=1
Ck, (3.5)
where K is the number of frames in the video sequence.
In summary, unlike OSPA, METE provides evaluation taking into account size changes of
extended targets. Moreover, unlike MODA, METE has well-defined lower and upper bounds
(Fig. 3.1) and is parameter independent. In fact, due to the parameter dependence, MODA may
not always be able to distinguish different tracking results (Fig. 3.2).
3.3 Multiple extended-target lost-track ratio
The proposed Multiple Extended-target Lost-Track ratio (MELT) is a parameter-independent
measure that provides sequence-level tracking accuracy evaluation and allows performance anal-
ysis at different accuracy levels. Given the sets of estimated (X ) and ground-truth tracks (X¯ ), the
assignment is first solved at each frame by minimising the cost 1−O(·) (calculated for all esti-
mated and ground-truth target pairs) using the Hungarian algorithm, as in Eq. 3.1. This results in
a unique assignment at each frame. However, at track level a ground-truth track may be assigned
to multiple estimated tracks because of ID changes and/or fragmentations.
For each associated pair of ground-truth track i and estimated track(s), the track-level accu-
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Figure 3.1: An example to show that MODA is unbounded. (a) Sample frame is from ETH
Bahnhof (six targets). A perfect overlap exists between the estimated bounding boxes (cyan) and
corresponding ground-truth bounding boxes (magenta). The false positives (see the bottom of
the frame) are gradually added from the perfectly overlapping scenario and the corresponding
MODA and Multiple Extended-target Tracking Error (METE) values are computed and plotted
in (b). While MODA is continuously decreasing (no lower bound), the proposed METE ∈ [0,1].
racy is computed using the lost-track ratio (λ τi ) [62] as:
λ τi =
Nτi
Ni
, (3.6)
where Ni denotes the number of frames in the ground-truth track i and Nτi denotes the number
of frames having O(·) ≤ τ : τ ∈ [0,1]. The spatial overlap O(·) is computed as in Eq. 2.3.
λ τi ∈ [0,1] such that the smaller λ τi , the better the tracking performance. We compute λ τi for a
MODA = -1.33, METE = 0.81 MODA = -1.33, METE = 0.88 MODA = -1.33, METE = 0.94
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.2: Illustration of a limitation of Multiple Object Detection Accuracy (MODA) [52].
MODA can not distinguish the three clearly different cases, whereas the proposed METE can
do so. Ground-truth bounding boxes are shown as dotted lines and estimated bounding boxes
are shown as solid lines. From (a) to (c) there is a gradual deterioration in the estimated results.
Compared to (a), in (b) there is a deterioration (lesser overlap) in the magenta estimated bounding
box only. Compared to (b), in (c) there is a deterioration (lesser overlap) in the red estimated
bounding box only.
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variation of τ values that yields λi(τ) = {λ τi }τ∈[0,1], where Sˆτ denotes the number of τ values
uniformly sampled from the range of τ = 0 to τ = 1. Likewise, λi(τ) is computed for all V
ground-truth tracks to obtain the matrix
Λ= [λ τi ]V×Sˆτ , (3.7)
which has V rows and Sˆτ columns. We therefore define tracking performance at τ using the
Multiple Extended-target Lost-Track ratio (MELTτ ):
MELTτ =
1
V
V
∑
i=1
λ τi , (3.8)
where MELTτ ∈ [0,1]: the smaller MELTτ , the better the tracking performance. MELTτ is
computed for different τ values to enable performance analysis at different accuracy levels
(Fig. 3.3(c), 3.3(d)), which may be useful from an application viewpoint. However, to simplify
the task of performance comparison among trackers, we compute a single-score average tracking
performance as
MELT =
1
Sˆτ
∑
τ∈[0,1]
MELTτ . (3.9)
The probability density function, Hτ , of lost-track-ratio values corresponding to a particular
accuracy level, τ , (each column in the Λ-matrix (Eq. 3.7)) can be plotted to present the perfor-
mance of a tracker (Fig. 3.3). The range of λ τi (λ τi ∈ [0,1]) is divided into equal-width intervals
(bins) to create the ‘Bin’ axis in Fig. 3.3. Each bin value of Hτ tells the percentage of tracks
with the corresponding lost-track-ratio value at a specific τ . For an ideal tracking result the dis-
tribution of λ τi values is concentrated towards bin zero at all τ values (Fig. 3.3(a)). Likewise,
for a worst tracking result the distribution of λ τi values is concentrated towards bin 1 at all τ
values (Fig. 3.3(b)). Fig. 3.3(c) and Fig. 3.3(d) plot Hτ while varying τ for the results of the
Conditional Random Field based tracker (CRFBT) [116] and the Dynamic Programming-Non-
Maxima Suppression based tracker (DP-NMS) [81], respectively, on ETH Sunnyday dataset1.
MELT=0.39 for CRFBT is better than MELT=0.56 for DP-NMS, which can also be noticed by
the higher concentration of the distributions for CRFBT in the bins towards zero (Fig. 3.3(c)).
The better performance of CRFBT can also be observed in its MELTτ plot computed for a vari-
1http://www.vision.ee.ethz.ch/~aess/iccv2007/. Accessed August 2012.
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Figure 3.3: Examples of the probability density function (Hτ ) plotted for a range of τ values. For
an ideal tracking result (a) the distribution of lost-track ratio values is concentrated at bin zero
because λ τi = 0 for all tracks at all τ values; therefore, MELT = 0. For a worst tracking result
(b) the distribution of lost-track ratio values is concentrated at bin 1 because λ τi = 1 for all tracks
at all τ values; therefore, MELT = 1. (c) and (d) show Hτ for Conditional Random Field based
tracker (CRFBT) [116] and the Dynamic Programming-Non-Maxima Suppression based tracker
(DP-NMS) [81] on ETH Sunnyday dataset, respectively, where MELT=0.39 and MOTP=0.75 for
CRFBT, and MELT=0.56 and MOTP=0.77 for DP-NMS.
ation of τ (Fig. 3.4(c)). MELTτ values are consistently lower (better) for CRFBT at all τ than
for DP-NMS, hence a better tracking accuracy for the former. Conversely, MOTP ranks DP-
NMS (MOTP=0.77) to be better than CRFBT (MOTP=0.75). This is because MOTP does not
incorporate the complete tracking information in the evaluation procedure and considers only the
overlap values of the estimated and ground-truth track pairs that are higher than τo (Eq. 2.21).
MELT considers all of the tracking information thus providing a holistic tracking performance
assessment.
MELT provides an insight into the performance by enabling the evaluation of tracking at
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Figure 3.4: MELTτ of trackers at varying accuracy levels (τ) on (a) TownCentre sequence with
‘H’ and ‘P’ in the legend referring to head and person tracking, respectively, (b) ETH Bahnhof
sequence, (c) ETH Sunnyday sequence, and (d) iLids Easy sequence. Blue colour: MT-TBD; red
colour: MCMCDA; cyan colour: DP-NMS; green colour: CRFBT.
different accuracy levels. Consider the MELTτ plots of the multi-target track-before-detect (MT-
TBD) tracker [83] and DP-NMS in Fig. 3.4(c). The performance of MT-TBD is better for τ <
0.72 (approx.) and that of DP-NMS becomes better afterwards. Here MELTτ can be helpful
in choosing between MT-TBD and DP-NMS for an application with specific requirements. For
example DP-NMS would be a more appropriate choice if the application requires tracking with
an average overlap (accuracy) of 80%.
3.4 Normalised ID changes
The Normalised ID Changes (NIDC) measure provides the evaluation of the ID changes while
accounting for the length of the track in which they occur. Compared to simply counting the
number of ID changes, the normalisation by the length of the track is preferable when comparing
trackers that generate tracks of different lengths. Such an evaluation enables the assessment of
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the ability of trackers to track for long durations with unique IDs. Furthermore, the normalised
score is preferable to the number of ID changes for the comparison of trackers across different
datasets. Unlike MOTA [52] and IDC [117], NIDC does not require parameter presetting since
the assignment procedure used for determining ID changes is based on the one employed in
Sec. 3.2 (Eq. 3.1).
Let |IDCi| be the number of ID changes in the ground-truth track i and IDCmaxi be the max-
imum number of ID changes that can be produced for that track, we define the NIDC value for
the ground-truth track i, NIDCi, as follows:
NIDCi =
|IDCi|
IDCmaxi
, (3.10)
where the term IDCmaxi is (proportional to) the length of the track i. Therefore, the normalisation
by IDCmaxi in NIDCi (Eq. 3.10) penalises the ID changes by the duration of track in which they
occur instead of simply counting the number of ID changes [10, 52, 117]. NIDC for the ID
changes that have occurred for all ground-truth tracks of the sequence is defined as
NIDC =
1
VIDC
V
∑
i=1
NIDCi, (3.11)
where VIDC is the number of ground-truth tracks having ID change(s). NIDC ∈ [0,1]: the lower
NIDC, the better the ID maintenance by the tracker.
We compare NIDC with Track Fragmentation (TF) [10] and ID Changes (IDC) [117] mea-
sures with examples (Fig. 3.5). Fig. 3.5(a) and Fig. 3.5(b) show ID changes for two different
trackers on the same sequence, respectively. In Fig. 3.5(a), the number of ID changes for the red
ground-truth track (ID=1) and the blue ground-truth track (ID=2) is the same (|IDC1|= |IDC2|=
3) but the length of the two tracks is different (IDCmax1 = 25, IDC
max
2 = 50). NIDC1 = 0.12 pe-
nalises the red track of shorter length more than the blue track with NIDC2 = 0.06, despite the
occurrence of the equal number of ID changes. On the other hand, TF1 = 3 and TF2 = 3 do not
distinguish the two cases because the measure does not take into account the track length. NIDC
and TF differentiate between ID changes of the red and blue tracks in Fig. 3.5(b) as reflected
by their values. Furthermore, IDC = 6 for both cases (Fig. 3.5(a) and Fig. 3.5(b)) consider the
two trackers to be the same, whereas NIDC distinguishes them (NIDC = 0.09 for Fig. 3.5(a) and
NIDC = 0.11 for Fig. 3.5(b).
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Figure 3.5: Comparison of the proposed NIDC with TF [10] and IDC [117]. Results are shown in
(a) and (b) in terms of ID changes (black dots) for two different trackers on the same sequence.
Both (a) and (b) show two ground-truth tracks. For the red ground-truth track ID=1 and for
the blue ground-truth track ID=2. (a) The red track is shorter in length (IDCmax1 = 25) than the
blue track ( IDCmax2 = 50). Red track: NIDC1 = 0.12; blue track: NIDC2 = 0.06. The red
track (shorter) is penalised for the same number of ID changes (|IDC1| = 3) as the blue track
(|IDC2| = 3). TF1 = TF2 = 3 do not distinguish the two cases. (b) Both NIDC and TF can
differentiate the two cases. IDC = 6 for both tracking cases ((a) and (b)) thus meaning that
the measure considers both to be the same. NIDC distinguishes them (NIDC=0.09 for (a) and
NIDC=0.11 for (b).
3.5 Experiments
We present the effectiveness of the proposed measures by showing their advantages over the
existing measures and by evaluating and comparing the performance of recent trackers on real-
world datasets. First we describe the datasets and trackers used in the experiments (Sec. 3.5.1).
This is followed by discussing the advantages of the proposed measures (Sec. 3.5.2) and their
use for evaluating trackers’ performance (Sec. 3.5.3).
3.5.1 Datasets and trackers
We use four real-world publicly-available datasets, which include TownCentre [8], ETH Bahn-
hof1, ETH Sunnyday1 and iLids Easy2. The datasets are captured mostly in crowded scenes with
occlusions. TownCentre is captured from an overhead static camera in Oxford. ETH Bahnhof and
ETH Sunnyday are captured from a moving camera at a human height. iLids Easy is captured at
the Westminster subway station in London. Tab. 3.1 presents a summary of the datasets.
2http://www.eecs.qmul.ac.uk/~andrea/avss2007 d.html. Accessed June 2012.
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Table 3.1: Datasets used in the experiments. Key: K: number of frames; ANPF: average no. of
people per frame.
Dataset Frame size K Challenges Camera No. of tracks ANPF Trackers tested
TownCentre 1920×1080 4491 Occlusions, crowdedness, scale changes,variable speed Static 231 16 [8, 81, 83]
ETH Bahnhof 640×480 999 Occlusions, crowdedness, illumination changes,scale changes Moving 95 8 [81, 116, 83]
ETH Sunnyday 640×480 354 Occlusions, crowdedness, illumination changes,scale changes Moving 30 5 [81, 116, 83]
iLids Easy 720×576 5220 Occlusions,illumination changes,scale changes,variable speed Static 17 1.9 [8, 81, 83]
We use four state-of-the-art trackers in the experiments, which include (i) a method that
combines Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi tracker [103] with a Markov-Chain Monte-Carlo Data Associa-
tion (MCMCDA) algorithm [8], a data association technique with the online learned Conditional
Random Field Based Tracker (CRFBT) [116], an algorithm based on Multi-Target Track-Before-
Detect (MT-TBD) with a post-processing phase [83], and a method involving the Dynamic Pro-
gramming Non-Maxima Suppression (DP-NMS) [81]. Tab. 3.1 lists the trackers used for each
dataset. On TownCentre trackers are tested for head tracking (MT-TBD, MCMCDA) as well as
person tracking (DP-NMS, MCMCDA), whereas on the remaining datasets trackers are tested
for person tracking. The parameter values of trackers are the same as used in the original papers.
To compute N-MODA for person tracking τo = 0.50 and for head tracking τo = 0.25, as used
in [8].
3.5.2 Advantages of measures
We show the advantages of the proposed measures (METE, MELT, NIDC) by comparing them
with the relevant state-of-the-art measures (N-MODA, MOTP, IDC). Tab. 3.2 lists the evaluation
scores of trackers obtained using all the measures.
METE and N-MODA are in agreement with each other in their relative ranking of track-
ers on TownCentre with head tracking (TownCentre-H) and TownCentre with person tracking
(TownCentre-P), and ETH Sunnyday. However, on ETH Bahnhof and iLids Easy the two mea-
sures show disagreements. For the case of Bahnhof, N-MODA of DP-NMS and MT-TBD is
equal, which is because the measure uses the information about the number of false negatives
and false positives (Eq. 2.23) while not accounting for the number of true positives. The to-
tal false negatives and false positives is comparable for DP-NMS (3525) and MT-TBD (3514),
which make their N-MODA comparable. It is interesting to note that the number of true posi-
tives for DP-NMS (5030) is smaller than that of MT-TBD (6222). Therefore, METE considers
MT-TBD to be better than DP-NMS because it implicitly considers true positives, false negatives
and false positives in the evaluation procedure. For the case of iLids Easy, N-MODA considers
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Table 3.2: Evaluation of trackers using different measures on different datasets. The measures
include Multiple Extended-target Tracking Error (METE), Multiple Extended-target Lost Track
ratio (MELT), Normalised ID Changes (NIDC), Accuracy Error Rate (AER), Cardinality Error
Rate (CER), Mean Length of ground-truth Tracks with id change(s) (MLT), Normalised Mul-
tiple Object Detection Accuracy (N-MODA), Multiple Object Tracking Precision (MOTP), ID
Changes (IDC). The colour of the cells show the performance of trackers such that the darker
the colour of a cell, the better the tracking performance. Key: TownCentre-H: heads of persons
(Head target) tracked on TownCentre dataset; TownCentre-P: full body of persons (Person tar-
get) tracked on TownCentre dataset; µ: mean of the measure scores across the sequence; σ : for
METE it is the standard deviation of its scores across the sequence, and for AER and CER it is
the standard deviation of accuracy error (A) and cardinality error (C) scores across the sequence,
respectively.
Tracker Dataset METE µ(σ) MELT NIDC AER (σ ) CER (σ ) N-MODA MOTP IDC MLT
MT-TBD [83] 0.53 (0.08) 0.54 0.031 6.82 (2.54) 2.14 (1.92) 0.55 0.64 1798 320.00
MCMCDA [8]
TownCentre-H
0.62 (0.07) 0.65 0.038 8.48 (2.74) 1.82 (1.62) 0.48 0.52 1913 330.13
DP-NMS [81]
TownCentre-P
0.48 (0.08) 0.53 0.043 5.06 (1.52) 2.67 (2.02) 0.58 0.71 2637 321.61
MCMCDA [8] 0.33 (0.09) 0.37 0.030 3.64 (1.54) 1.81 (1.62) 0.62 0.86 1519 336.44
DP-NMS [81]
ETH Bahnhof
0.53 (0.13) 0.57 0.039 1.45 (0.69) 3.07 (1.85) 0.58 0.75 229 109.92
MT-TBD [83] 0.44 (0.12) 0.46 0.050 2.42 (1.19) 1.56 (1.34) 0.58 0.75 307 103.51
CRFBT [116] 0.39 (0.12) 0.42 0.035 1.99 (0.86) 1.49 (1.26) 0.68 0.77 158 124.91
DP-NMS [81] 0.44 (0.11) 0.56 0.042 1.16 (0.55) 1.34 (0.93) 0.66 0.77 43 68.68
MT-TBD [83] 0.47 (0.11) 0.46 0.041 1.60 (0.57) 1.09 (0.84) 0.61 0.73 56 91.50
CRFBT[116]
ETH Sunnyday
0.46 (0.12) 0.39 0.028 1.46 (0.52) 1.06 (0.78) 0.63 0.75 31 82.20
DP-NMS [81]
iLids Easy
0.40 (0.26) 0.52 0.011 0.40 (0.34) 0.65 (0.86) 0.60 0.74 105 632.87
MT-TBD [83] 0.53 (0.22) 0.54 0.007 0.50 (0.36) 0.96 (1.10) 0.63 0.70 54 632.87
MCMCDA [8] 0.36 (0.24) 0.43 0.029 0.51 (0.45) 0.50 (0.76) 0.62 0.75 227 605.06
MT-TBD to be the best because the number of its false negatives and false positives (3640) is
lower than that of MCMCDA (3698) and DP-NMS (3843). METE provides a more effective
performance evaluation taking into account also the true positives and considers MCMCDA to
be the best since its true positives (7969) are greater than that of MT-TBD (6706) and DP-NMS
(6632).
MELT and MOTP show agreement in terms of ranking the trackers on TownCentre-H and
TownCentre-P (Tab. 3.2). However, they have disagreements on ETH Bahnhof, ETH Sunnyday
and iLids Easy. On Bahnhof, MOTP is the same for MT-TBD and DP-NMS, whereas MELT
considers MT-TBD to be better than DP-NMS. This difference in performance is also shown by
the mostly better MELTτ of MT-TBD than DP-NMS for the variation of τ in Fig. 3.4(b). The
reason for the disagreement of MOTP is because it takes into account only the overlap values of
(estimated and ground-truth) pairs that are greater than the threshold value τo, which may result
in the exclusion of some of the tracking information in the evaluation. MELT considers all of
the tracking information in the evaluation to provide a comprehensive performance assessment
thus more effectively comparing the trackers. On ETH Sunnyday, the inconsistency between
MELT and MOTP in terms of their ranking of trackers is already discussed in Sec. 3.3. On iLids
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Easy, MELT scores and MELTτ plots (Fig. 3.4(d)) of DP-NMS and MCMCDA show a clear
improvement in the performance of the latter, whereas MOTP is comparable for the two trackers
due to its dependence on fixed τo.
NIDC and IDC show agreement in their relative ranking of trackers on all datasets except
ETH Sunnyday (Tab. 3.2). Indeed, the usefulness of NIDC can be highlighted on ETH Sunnyday.
While IDC ranks DP-NMS as better than MT-TBD, NIDC shows a slight improvement in the
performance for MT-TBD as compared to DP-NMS despite the more ID changes of the former
than the latter. The reason is that NIDC evaluates ID changes while taking into account also the
length of tracks. Since MT-TBD has a higher MLT (mean length of the ground-truth tracks with
ID change(s)) than DP-NMS, NIDC penalises its ID changes lesser than that of DP-NMS.
To summarise, MODA has a limited ability to distinguish different tracking results due to its
dependence on the overlap threshold (τo) (Fig. 3.6(a-c)), whereas METE is parameter indepen-
dent and better distinguishes different results. Additionally, the dependence of MOTP on τo may
lead to an inaccurate performance evaluation of tracking (Fig. 3.7), whereas MELT is parameter
independent and provides a more effective performance evaluation.
3.5.3 Performance comparison of trackers
We show the usefulness of the proposed measures by comparing the performance of the selected
trackers and discussing their strengths and limitations.
TownCentre-H: The mean METE, MELT, NIDC and AER show better performance of MT-
TBD than MCMCDA (see r.3 1, 2 in Tab. 3.2). The better NIDC of MT-TBD is due to its
more efficient ID management mechanism, which enables it to handle the mixing of particles of
nearby targets in the Particle-filter-based state estimation framework [83]. Unlike the remaining
measures, CER declares the performance of MCMCDA to be better than MT-TBD due to more
occurrences of missed targets.
TownCentre-P: The mean METE, MELT, NIDC, AER and CER of MCMCDA are better
than DP-NMS (see r. 3, 4 in Tab. 3.2). Interestingly, compared to TownCentre-H a clear improve-
ment can be noticed in the performance of MCMCDA on TownCentre-P based on the proposed
measures, which corresponds to the findings of the original paper [8].
ETH Bahnhof: CRFBT outperforms DP-NMS and MT-TBD based on mean METE, MELT,
3’r’ points to the row number (in Tab. 3.2 while skipping the first row with titles) that is under consid-
eration.
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(c) k=616, vk=9, Ak=2.27, Ck=0
MODAk=1, METEk=0.25
Figure 3.6: Sample results of CRFBT on Bahnhof with METE and MODA values listed for each
case. Magenta colour: ground truth; green colour: tracker’s result.
NIDC and CER (see r. 5, 6, 7 in Tab. 3.2). CRFBT has the best NIDC since it effectively handles
ID changes due to the use of the motion and appearance ‘affinities’ [116]. Based on AER, DP-
NMS outperforms CRFBT, which is not consistent with the remaining measures. Moreover, DP-
NMS has a much higher CER than MT-TBD and CRFBT, which is due to its lesser capability to
link fragmented tracks (thus increasing the cardinality error) that can be caused due to long-term
occlusions (Fig. 3.8).
ETH Sunnyday: As on ETH Bahnhof, we evaluated DP-NMS, MT-TBD and CRFBT on
this dataset. The following inconsistencies can be noticed in the results on ETH Sunnyday than
on ETH Bahnhof. First, mean METE ranks the performance of DP-NMS to be better than MT-
TBD and CRFBT. This ranking is not consistent with the ranking of trackers on ETH Bahnhof
(see r. 8, 9, 10 in Tab. 3.2). The better performance of DP-NMS on ETH Sunnyday is probably
due to its person detector [33], which can better handle the increased scene brightness in the
scene as compared to the detector [111] in MT-TBD and CRFBT. Second, inconsistent with the
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(a) Cyan tracker: O(·) = 0.57 (b) Cyan tracker: O(·) = 0.57 (c) Cyan tracker: O(·) = 0.56
Blue tracker: O(·) = 0.56 Blue tracker: O(·) = 0.41 Blue tracker: O(·) = 0.36
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(d) Cyan: O(·) = 0.56 (e) Cyan: O(·) = 0.55 (f) Cyan: O(·) = 0.55
Blue: O(·) = 0.32 Blue: O(·) = 0.29 Blue: O(·) = 0.27
Figure 3.7: Due to parameter dependence MOTP [52] does not differentiate between two track-
ing results, whereas MELT does. MOTP=0.56 and MELT=0.45 for the case of Cyan tracker;
MOTP=0.56 and MELT=0.64 for the case of Blue tracker. Ground truth is shown in magenta
colour.
results of ETH Bahnhof, MT-TBD has a better NIDC than DP-NMS on ETH Sunnyday despite
the higher IDC of the former due to the reason highlighted in Sec. 3.5.2.
iLids Easy: MCMCDA is the best based on mean METE and MELT (see r. 11, 12, 13 in
Tab. 3.2). Like on TownCentre-P, MCMCDA has a better mean METE and MELT than DP-
NMS on iLids Easy. Additionally, it is interesting to note from Fig. 3.4(d) that MT-TBD has
a better MELTτ compared to DP-NMS for τ < 0.5 and for the remaining variation of τ DP-
NMS performs better than MT-TBD, suggesting the use of DP-NMS when tracking with higher
accuracy is desirable. Furthermore, CER of MT-TBD is the highest on iLids Easy, which is not
consistent with the remaining datasets where DP-NMS has the highest CER. Moreover, the better
ID management helped MT-TBD to obtain the best NIDC on iLids Easy. Despite the equal MLT
of DP-NMS and MT-TBD4 (see r. 11, 12 in Tab. 3.2), NIDC is lower (better) for the former due
to its smaller IDC.
Table 3.2 also shows the performance variation of trackers in the form of standard deviation
4MLT is the same for the two trackers due to the occurrence of ID change(s) in the same tracks.
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Figure 3.8: Results of trackers on Bahnhof for the case of a target occlusion. Green colour: DP-
NMS; Yellow colour: MT-TBD; cyan colour: CRFBT; magenta colour: ground truth. Because
of the occlusion DP-NMS misses the target in (b), whereas MT-TBD and CRFBT successfully
deal with it.
(σ ) values for different measures. As for METE, the σ values of trackers are comparable on
all datasets. In the case of AER, the performance variation (σ ) of MCMCDA is the highest on
TownCentre and iLids Easy, whereas σ of MT-TBD is the highest on Bahnhof and Sunnyday. In
the case of CER, on each dataset the σ values follow the same trend as the corresponding CER
values of trackers.
To conclude, the results show that MCMCDA is better at person tracking than head track-
ing. DP-NMS has mostly shown the best accuracy but the highest cardinality error. A reason
of the highest cardinality error of DP-NMS could be its lesser ability to cope with occlusions.
Moreover, CRFBT is the best in terms of the ID change evaluation, followed by MT-TBD.
3.6 Summary
In this chapter, we introduced three evaluation measures, namely METE, MELT and NIDC, to
account for the main aspects of extended multi-target tracking that are accuracy, cardinality error
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and ID changes. The proposed measures are numerically bounded, parameter independent and
take into account the temporal variations in target size. METE effectively combines accuracy and
cardinality errors to provide a holistic performance assessment. MELT provides a deeper insight
into the tracking performance by enabling analysis at varying accuracy levels, which can help in
choosing trackers for particular applications. NIDC evaluates by normalising the ID changes with
the duration of the track where they occur. We performed extensive experimentation to validate
and compare the proposed measures with the existing measures using challenging real-world
datasets and state-of-the-art multi-target trackers. We provided the source code for the measures
online (http://www.eecs.qmul.ac.uk/~andrea/mtte.html) to facilitate their use for the community.
The focus of this chapter was to investigate effective ways to quantify the estimated results of
trackers without taking into account their robustness in the presence of various operational con-
ditions that they would need to cope with in real-world applications. These conditions represent
distortions including noisy inputs, illumination changes, frame dropping, and video compres-
sion. To this end we present in the next chapter an evaluation protocol with a set of pre-defined
procedures to enable testing the robustness of trackers under these conditions and show its effec-
tiveness in the context of single-target tracking.
Chapter 4
Evaluation protocol
4.1 Introduction
Trackers operate under various conditions in real-world applications. The conditions allude to
the introduction of distortions to the input of a tracker that can influence tracking performance,
and may include initialisation errors caused by a detector, sensor noise, frame dropping caused
during the transmission of video data over a channel or due to the delayed generation of results
by the tracker, changing illumination in the scene, and compression of the video data (Fig. 4.1).
Therefore, for testing the suitability of trackers at coping with these conditions, the tracking per-
formance should be evaluated and compared in the presence of different distortions. To this end,
we propose an evaluation protocol with a set of trials that test trackers on several test scenarios
representing the above-mentioned real-world operational conditions [J2]. Specifically, the trials
evaluate the robustness of a tracker under these distortions. Additionally, to quantify the trackers’
results on trials we propose an overlap-based criterion (Combined Tracking Performance Score
(CoTPS)) [J2] that summarises the overall tracking performance into a single score, which would
simplify the performance comparison task on trials.
In this chapter we first define the problem in Sec. 4.2. The trials are explained in Sec. 4.3
on which the performance of trackers is quantified using the evaluation criterion described in
Sec. 4.4. This is followed by experimental validation and analysis in Sec. 4.5, and the summary
of the chapter in Sec. 4.6.
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Figure 4.1: Conceptual illustration of various distortions that may affect the performance of
a tracker in a real-world application. These distortions include initialisation errors caused by
detector, sensor noise, frame dropping while transmitting video data over the channel or due to
the delayed generation of results by the tracker, illumination changes in the scene, and video
compression.
4.2 Problem definition
Given a set of M trackers1 T = {T jˆ}Mjˆ=1, we aim to evaluate tracker T jˆ on a set of trials P =
{Piˆ}Ziˆ=1 : Z = 8, where trials simulate different real-world operational conditions (Fig. 4.1). On
each trial Piˆ, T jˆ is tested with the original (ground truth) initialisation It and the original video
sequence Vt which contains a target ht , where h= {ht}Jt=1 is a set of targets. To study its variation
in performance, each tracker T jˆ is tested with the initialisation It,iˆ and test sequence Vt,iˆ which
are generated on trial Piˆ by modifying It or Vt in a pre-defined manner such that the applied
modification simulates a specific real-world scenario: It,iˆ = Piˆ(It) and Vt,iˆ = Piˆ(Vt).
Let X jˆ
t,iˆ
be the trajectory of target ht estimated by testing tracker T jˆ on trial Piˆ with Vt,iˆ and
It,iˆ: X
jˆ
t,iˆ
= T jˆ(Vt,iˆ, It,iˆ). The performance of tracker T jˆ is computed by evaluating the estimated
trajectory X jˆ
t,iˆ
of the target with respect to its ground-truth (ideal) trajectory X¯t using the pro-
posed evaluation criterion (Combined Tracking Performance Score (CoTPS)) thus obtaining the
performance score: CoTPS jˆ
t,iˆ
= Ψ¯(X jˆ
t,iˆ
, X¯t), where Ψ¯(·) represents the procedure involved in the
proposed evaluation criterion. Based on CoTPS jˆ
t,iˆ
, we compare the performance of the trackers
under consideration.
Next we describe the proposed trials (Sec. 4.3) on which trackers’ performance can be quan-
tified using the proposed evaluation criterion (Sec. 4.4).
1Please note that the index jˆ refers to different trackers or to different parameter settings for the same
tracker.
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4.3 Trials
Trials 1, 2, 3 (P1,P2,P3) evaluate the robustness of trackers to initialisation errors possibly in-
troduced by a detector. These errors are simulated by perturbing the position of the initialising
bounding box in Trial 1 (P1), the size (width and height) of the bounding box in Trial 2 (P2), and
both the position and size in Trial 3 (P3). The amount of perturbation is added while ensuring at
least an overlap of Oˆ% between the bounding boxes of the original (ground-truth) initialisation
and the perturbed initialisation. The number of perturbed initialisations generated on P1,P2 and
P3 are n1,n2 and n3, respectively.
Trial 4 (P4) evaluates robustness to noisy video data generated by low-cost sensors. On P4,
a set of n4 test sequences are generated by adding to the original sequence lˆ times (the esti-
mated variance of) the zero-mean Gaussian noise of a low-quality webcamera (Creative webcam
VF0330). The standard deviations of its red, green and blue channels are σ1 = 8.59, σ2 = 8.40
and σ3 = 11.96, respectively. They are estimated by taking a pixel-based frame difference across
a recorded sequence using the webcamera with fixed position under constant illumination in a
static scene (Fig. 4.2), and modelling the distributions of the noise (difference between pixel
values) in the three channels as Gaussians.
Trial 5 (P5) evaluates robustness to cope with frame dropping that can be caused during the
transmission of video data over a channel or due to the delayed generation of the results by the
tracker. On P5, the protocol generates a set of n5 test sequences by periodically dropping mˆ− 1
frames from the original sequence.
Trial 6 (P6) evaluates robustness to changing illumination in the scene. On P6, a set of n6 test
sequences is generated by synthetically increasing (+∆L) or decreasing (−∆L) illumination over
time (in the original sequence) with saturation by adding (subtracting) ∆L = 0,1, . . . ,L to (from)
the pixel values of frames k = 1,2, . . . ,K, respectively. If the number of frames in the sequence
is K > (L+1), a value of ∆L = L is maintained for the remaining frames.
Trials 7, 8 (P7,P8) evaluate robustness to bandwidth reduction of the video data. On P7, test
sequences are generated by gradually increasing the compression ratio of the original sequence.
We chose Motion JPEG compression because of its suitability for video tracking applications
[26]. In Motion JPEG, the extent of compression ratio depends on a quality parameter ζ . The
higher ζ , the better the visual quality and the lower the compression ratio, where ζ ∈ [0,100].
To ensure evaluation under strong compression ratios, a set of n7 test sequences are generated on
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(a) (b)
(c) (d) (e)
Figure 4.2: Sample consecutive frames, (a) frame 1 and (b) frame 2, of the recorded sequence
using a webcamera. The visualisation of the pixel-based difference between the two frames for
the corresponding red, green and blue channels is shown in (c), (d) and (e), respectively. The
non-zero values in (c), (d) and (e) correspond to the noise in the red, green and blue channels,
respectively.
this trial by gradually reducing ζ . On P8, a set of n8 test sequences are generated by reducing the
resolution of the original video frames by ρ%. Figure 4.3 shows examples of the input generated
(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e) (f) (g) (h)
Figure 4.3: Examples of the input generated on different trials. Original images taken from PETS
2000 dataset. (a-c) Visualisation of perturbed initialisations generated on (a) Trial 1, (b) Trial 2
and (c) Trial 3; (d) Trial 4: Addition of zero-mean Gaussian noise with σ2 = (σ21 ,σ22 ,σ23 ) to a test
frame; (e-g) Trial 6: (e) original frame and its visualisation after increasing illumination (f) and
decreasing illumination (g); (h) Trial 7: visualisation of a test frame after applying compression
with ζ = 0.
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Table 4.1: Description of eight trials covering various real-world challenges as illustrated in Fig.
4.1. The protocol generates 60 initialisations by adding perturbations to the original (ground-
truth) target initialisation and 24 test sequences by modifying the original video.
Real-world challenge Trial Description Parameters
Initialisation
errors
P1 Position n1 = 20, Oˆ = 50
P2 Size n2 = 20, Oˆ = 50
P3 Position and size n3 = 20, Oˆ = 50
Sensor noise P4 Noisy video n4 = 6, lˆ = 1,2, . . . ,6
Frame dropping P5 Skipping of video frames n5 = 4, mˆ = 2,4,6,8
Illumination P6 Changing illumination n6 = 2, L = 200
Bandwidth
reduction
P7 Video compression n7 = 4, ζ = 75,50,25,0
P8 Resolution reduction n8 = 8, ρ = 10,20, . . . ,80
on different trials.
Table 4.1 summarises the trials and the values of the corresponding parameters (these param-
eters accomplished statistically significant results, as discussed at the end of Sec. 4.5). Using
the proposed protocol, a tracker is tested on each sequence of the dataset in original form and in
its 24 variations generated on different trials. Each tracker is tested with 60 perturbations of the
initialisation on the original video sequence. A deterministic tracker is therefore run 85 times,
whereas a probabilistic tracker is run 85×n times (n= 10) for its evaluation using the protocol,
where n denotes the number of runs for each test of a trial.
4.4 Combined tracking performance score
The proposed overlap-based measure effectively summarises single-target tracking performance
while taking into account target size variations. The measure is threshold independent and sepa-
rately quantifies performance in the portion of the sequence where the tracker is successful and
where it fails, and combines them into a single score. We describe the proposed measure below.
Without loss of generality, let the estimated target region, Ak, and the ground-truth target
region, A¯k, be bounding boxes that define the width and the height of the target. Hence, the
estimated trajectory, X, and the ground-truth trajectory, X¯, (as defined in Sec. 1.2, Ch. 1) can be
re-written as follows:
X= {(xk,yk,wk,qk)}kendk=kini , (4.1)
X¯= {(x¯k, y¯k, w¯k, q¯k)}k¯endk=k¯ini , (4.2)
where (xk,yk) and (x¯k, y¯k) define the centroid of the estimated and the ground-truth bounding
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.4: (a) The proposed evaluation measure is formulated by combining contributions that
quantify tracking accuracy and tracking failure. (b) The result of Mean-Shift (MS) [25] (in red)
and of the online boosting-based tracker (Boost) [39] (in black) on the AVSS 2007 sequence
containing target h4 (described in Sec. 4.3). The CoTPS values are 0.628 for MS and 0.770 for
Boost. β for MS and Boost is computed using Eq. 4.7. (c) Comparison between values of β
computed adaptively. CoTPS plotted for a range of β values for the tracking results of Boost
and MS from the example in (b). The interpretation of the performance can significantly change
depending on the value of β . A preset value could lead to an incorrect evaluation.
boxes, respectively; and (wk,qk) and (w¯k, q¯k) represent widths and heights of the estimated and
the ground-truth bounding boxes, respectively.
We first compute the amount of overlap, Ok across X using Eq. 2.3. Note that Ok = 0 if
the tracker does not produce a bounding box when the target is present or if a bounding box is
produced when no target is present.
The tracking accuracy quantifies the extent to which the estimated trajectory overlaps the
ground-truth trajectory, considering only frames with Ok 6= 0 (Fig. 4.4(a)) and is computed
as [62]:
λˆ τˆ =
Nˆ τˆ
Nˆ
, (4.3)
where Nˆ τˆ = |Fˆ τˆ | and Fˆ τˆ = { fk : Ok ∈ (0, τˆ), τˆ ∈ (0,1], ∀k}; and Nˆ = |Fˆ |, with Fˆ = { fk : Ok 6=
0, ∀k}, is the number of frames with Ok 6= 0.
Computing λˆ τˆ for a fixed value of τˆ necessitates an application-dependent decision, since
different values of τˆ may be appropriate for different tracking tasks. To overcome this limitation,
instead of computing λˆ τˆ for a fixed value of τˆ , we accumulate its value over the full range of τˆ
values. In particular, we use an increment of ∆τˆ = 0.01 to obtain λˆ (τˆ) and therefore, the score
that quantifies tracking accuracy across the sequence, Ω, is computed as
Ω= ∆τˆ ∑
τˆ∈(0,1]
λˆ (τˆ), (4.4)
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where Ω ∈ [0,1]. The smaller Ω, the higher the tracking accuracy. Ω can be regarded as an
approximation of the area under the curve of λˆ (τˆ).
Tracking failures correspond to instances of target loss. The tracking failure score, λ0 (λ0 ∈
[0,1]), is defined as
λ0 =
N0
K
, (4.5)
where N0 = |F0| is the number of frames with Ok = 0 where F0 = { fk : Ok = 0, ∀k} and K = |F |
is the total number of frames where F = { fk : ∀k}. The smaller λ0, the smaller the tracking
failure score.
We combine the information on tracking accuracy and tracking failure in a single score to
facilitate performance ranking. The proposed Combined Tracking Performance Score, CoTPS
(CoTPS ∈ [0,1]), is computed as follows:
CoTPS = βΩ+(1−β )λ0, (4.6)
where β is a penalty, with β ∈ [0,1]. The smaller CoTPS, the better the tracking performance.
Figure 4.4(b) plots Ok for two tracking results whose comparison is shown using CoTPS.
Note that a preset value of β may lead to incorrect performance evaluation (see Fig. 4.4(c)).
β is computed adaptively:
β =
Nˆ
K
, (4.7)
where Nˆ is the number of frames in which the tracker has partially or completely tracked the
target (Ok > 0), thus restricting the inclusion of any extra influence of Ω in the computation of
CoTPS. Similarly, (1−β ) applied to λ0 is proportional to (K− Nˆ), i.e. the number of frames in
which the tracker has failed (Ok = 0), which are also the same frames used in the estimation of
λ0, thus restricting the inclusion of any extra influence of λ0 in the computation of CoTPS.
Let us consider the result of the Mean-Shift tracker (MS) [25] in Fig. 4.4(b). In this example,
a penalty of β = 0.328 (computed using Eq. (4.7)) is applied to Ω since the tracker is successful
(Ok > 0) in 32.8% frames (Nˆ = 79 and K = 241). Similarly, a penalty of (1− β ) = 0.672 is
applied to λ0 since the tracker has failed (Ok = 0) in 67.2% frames (K− Nˆ = 162 and K = 241).
The adaptive computation of β allows us to include accurate contributions of Ω and λ0 in the
estimation of CoTPS.
To conclude this section we show the advantages of CoTPS over existing measures: Object
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dk = 0 dk = 0
CoTPS=0.550 CoTPS=0.740
(a) (b)
Figure 4.5: Examples showing the advantages of CoTPS over the Object positional accuracy (dk)
[72, 96, 67]. Ground truth: green; tracking results: red. Unlike the Object positional accuracy,
CoTPS can distinguish the two different tracking results in (a) and (b).
positional accuracy (dk) [72, 96, 67] (Eq. 2.1) and the Tracking Success Probability (TSP) [60]
(Eq. 2.5). Fig. 4.5 shows two examples of tracking with Ok > 0 in Fig. 4.5(a) and (b). The Object
positional accuracy can not distinguish the two results with Ok > 0 and produces for both dk = 0,
whereas CoTPS can differentiate them (CoTPS=0.550 and CoTPS=0.740, respectively).
Figure 4.6 compares CoTPS and TSP for a set of 16 trajectories each having a constant
overlap with the ground truth for the whole sequence. As in the original paper [60], we use
ν = 11.8 and consider the mean TSP score of trajectories in the evaluation (standard deviation of
TSP values is equal to zero for all trajectories because of the constant overlap). Unlike CoTPS,
the mean TSP scores do not distinguish among the different trajectories (particularly among those
having an overlap > 0.45) because of the need of defining ‘successful tracking’ (i.e. setting the
ν parameter) that restricts the variation of TSP scores between 0.95 to 1 for a significant overlap
(a) (b)
Figure 4.6: Comparison between CoTPS and TSP [60] using a set of toy trajectories with constant
overlap with the ground truth (a). CoTPS can discriminate between these different types of
trajectories, whereas the mean TSP scores cannot (b).
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Table 4.2: Description of the dataset. C`hini,C`
h
min,C`
h
max and K denote, in pixels, the initial target
size, the minimum target size, maximum target size and the number of frames in the sequence,
respectively.
Target Class C`hini C`
h
min C`
h
max K Frame size Challenges
h1 Head 139 × 91 7488 15965 430 576 × 720 Pose changes, small scale changes
h2 Head 62 × 66 370 40128 550 240 × 320 Pose changes, scale changes, partial occlusions
h3 Vehicle 227 × 108 2067 24516 160 576 × 768 Pose changes, scale changes
h4 Vehicle 99 × 103 870 10197 241 576 × 720 Clutter, pose changes, scale changes
h5 Person 30 × 87 180 3444 150 576 × 768 Partial/total occlusions, pose changes, scale changes
h6 Person 73 × 28 638 4410 750 288 × 384 Partial occlusions, pose changes, scale changes, clutter
range of 0.25 to 1.
4.5 Experimental analysis and validation
We demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed protocol and score by evaluating and compar-
ing eight state-of-the-art trackers on publicly-available datasets. First we describe datasets and
trackers (Sec. 4.5.1). We then present the performance comparison of trackers on each trial, Piˆ,
(Sec. 4.5.2) and with each target, ht , (Sec. 4.5.3). Finally, we present a discussion and verify the
statistical significance of the obtained results. (Sec. 4.5.4).
4.5.1 Dataset and trackers
We selected the dataset by taking into account the diversity of targets and test scenarios, their
availability and the challenges involved. The dataset contains three target classes, namely head,
vehicle and person. The sequences are chosen from the well-known PETS, CAVIAR, AVSS and
SPEVI datasets. A range of tracking challenges are present in the dataset such as partial/total
occlusions, pose changes, background clutter and small/large scale changes. The selected se-
quences include two head targets h1 and h2 from SPEVI2, two vehicle targets h3 and h4 from
PETS 20003 and AVSS 20074, respectively, and two person targets h5 and h6 from PETS 20105
and CAVIAR6, respectively. Table 4.2 summarises the dataset in terms of initial target size (C`hini),
minimum and maximum size of the visible part of target (C`hmin and C`
h
max), number of frames (K),
frame size and the challenges present in the sequence.
We selected the well-known state-of-the-art trackers including the online boosting tracker
(Boost) [39], the semi-supervised online boosting tracker (SemiBoost) [40], the beyond semi-
2http://www.eecs.qmul.ac.uk/~andrea/spevi.html. Accessed June 2012.
3ftp://ftp.cs.rdg.ac.uk/pub/PETS2000/. Accessed June 2012.
4http://www.eecs.qmul.ac.uk/~andrea/avss2007 d.html. Accessed June 2012.
5http://www.cvg.rdg.ac.uk/PETS2009/a.html#s2l1. Accessed May 2014.
6http://groups.inf.ed.ac.uk/vision/CAVIAR/CAVIARDATA1/. Accessed June 2012.
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Table 4.3: Description of trackers. Key. MS: mean-shift; LmedS: Least Median of Squares-
based; nsel: number of selectors, nweak: number of weak classifiers in a selector, Wsearch: search
window size, Wcurrent : current window size; R`pos: search radius for positive samples; Lrate:
learning rate; nele: maximum no. of non-zero elements in every row of random matrix.
Tracker Ref. Description Parameters
Boost [39] Supervised Online boosting nsel = 100, nweak = 1000, Wsearch = 4×Wcurrent
SemiBoost [40] Semi-supervised online boosting nsel = 100, nweak = 1000, Wsearch = 4×Wcurrent
BeyondSemiBoost [98] Multi-classifier approach nsel = 100, nweak = 1000, Wsearch = 4×Wcurrent
MS [25] Histogram matching (RGB), MS minimisation No. of bins = 4 (each channel), Epanechnikov kernel
FragTrack [2] Patch-based histogram matching (gray-level), LMedS minimisation No. of bins = 16, search window radius = 7 pixels
PF [78] Histogram matching (RGB), Monte Carlo framework No. of bins = 4, No. of particles = 1000
CT [118] Compressed feature vectors, Bayes classification R`pos = 4, Wsearch = 20, Lrate = 0.85, nele = 4
CBWH [75] Corrected background-weighted histogram representation (RGB), MS minimisation No. of bins=16 (each channel), Epanechnikov kernel
supervised boost (BeyondSemiBoost) [98], the mean-shift tracker (MS) [25], the fragments-
based tracker (FragTrack) [2], the particle filter-based tracker (PF) [78], the compressive tracker
(CT) [118] and the corrected background-weighted histogram based mean-shift tracker (CBWH)
[75]. Each tracker is tested on a total of 187144 frames (≈ 3.25 hours of video data). Tab. 4.3
presents a summary of trackers and lists their parameter values. The parameters of all trackers
are fixed throughout the experiments.
4.5.2 Trial-wise comparison
Fig. 4.7 shows the mean CoTPS (µC) of trackers on each Pi computed with all targets and their
robustness in terms of the dispersion of their CoTPS (dC) computed with all targets as dC =
CoTPSmax−CoTPSmin, where CoTPSmax and CoTPSmin are the maximum and the minimum
values of CoTPS of a tracker on a trial, respectively.
CBWH and MS consistently track more accurately in the presence of initialisation errors
than other trackers (smaller µC on P1,P2,P3 in Fig. 4.7(a)). CBWH and MS have a comparable
performance on P2 and P3, whereas on P1 CBWH has a better µC than MS. The reason for a
better performance by CBWH is its improved ability to minimise the background interference
in localising a target as compared to MS, enabling the former to handle the initialisation per-
turbations better [75]. FragTrack shows inferior performance to other trackers in the presence
of initialisation errors. In fact, FragTrack uses a fragment-based representation of the target [2]
and a perturbation in its initialisation can lead to the inclusion of non-target patches in the target
model thus resulting in the accumulation of tracking errors over time. Among the remaining
trackers, Boost shows a closer performance to CBWH and MS on these trials (Fig. 4.7(a)) fol-
lowed by CT, PF and the other two boosting-based trackers. Additionally, in terms of robustness
to initialisation errors, MS and PF outperform the remaining trackers (smaller dC of MS and PF
in Fig. 4.7(b)). The reason of the increased sensitivity of the boosting-based trackers (Boost,
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Figure 4.7: Performance comparison of trackers on each trial. (a) Mean CoTPS (µC) of trackers
on each trial (P1,P2, ...,P8) with all targets. (b) CoTPS of trackers on each trial computed with
all targets; Boost (red), SemiBoost (green), BeyondSemiBoost (blue), MS (black), FragTrack
(cyan), PF (magenta), CT (orange) and CBWH (gray). The dispersion value (dC) for a tracker is
computed as the difference between its maximum and minimum CoTPS values on a trial.
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SemiBoost, BeyondSemiBoost) is that any perturbation to initialisation may affect their learning
process. The performance of BeyondSemiBoost decreased the most with noisy video data (high-
est µC on P4). CT and Boost show a better capability at coping with noisy video data due to the
online adaptation model (smallest µC). PF is more robust at dealing with noise (smaller dC than
the remaining trackers). On P5, CBWH shows the best performance (smallest µC) followed by
Boost, MS, BeyondSemiBoost, SemiBoost, CT, PF and FragTrack, respectively. Frame dropping
may result in abrupt movements of target: the boosting-based trackers and CBWH are less robust
to increasing levels of frame dropping than the remaining trackers. PF is the most robust tracker
(smallest dC on P5) and BeyondSemiBoost is the least robust. CBWH has the best performance
under the changing illumination conditions (smallest µC on P6), showing its ability to adapt to
appearance changes. The performance of CT and Boost is closer to CBWH. PF is the most ro-
bust when dealing with the changing illumination (smallest dC on P6) with the dC of MS closer
to that of PF. An interesting observation regarding the performance of boosting-based trackers
on P6 is that both µC and dC deteriorate from Boost to SemiBoost and from SemiBoost to Be-
yondSemiBoost, which suggests that the evolution of the boosting-based trackers has resulted in
a decreased ability to cope with the changing illumination conditions. The results also highlight
the sensitivity of FragTrack to changing illumination (the highest µC and the highest dC on P6).
CBWH and MS have the best performance on P7 in terms of µC. In terms of µC, Boost and CT
show a closer performance to CBWH and MS, followed by PF, SemiBoost, BeyondSemiBoost
and FragTrack, respectively. In terms of dC, MS and PF have the best performance showing their
robustness in coping with the compressed video data, followed by CT, Boost, CBWH, Frag-
Track, BeyondSemiBoost and SemiBoost, respectively. Finally, on P8, CBWH and MS are again
the best trackers in terms of µC. The performance of Boost is closer to CBWH and MS in terms
of µC as compared to the remaining trackers. Moreover, MS is the most robust in dealing with
resolution changes (smallest dC) with PF showing the closest dC to MS.
4.5.3 Target-wise comparison
Fig. 4.8 shows the mean CoTPS of trackers (µC) on each target (h1,h2, ...,h6) and their robustness
in terms of dispersion of their CoTPS (dC) computed in all trials.
h1 presents the challenges of small scale changes and pose changes. The performance of
CBWH is the best on h1 in terms of µC, followed by SemiBoost, BeyondSemiBoost, CT, MS,
Boost, PF and FragTrack (Fig. 4.8(a)). In terms of dC, the results show a smaller variation in
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Figure 4.8: Performance comparison of trackers on each target. (a) Mean CoTPS (µC) of trackers
on each target (h1,h2, ...,h6) with all trials. (b) CoTPS of trackers on each target computed
with all trials; Boost (red), SemiBoost (green), BeyondSemiBoost (blue), MS (black), FragTrack
(cyan), PF (magenta), CT (orange) and CBWH (gray). The dispersion value (dC) for a tracker is
computed as difference between its maximum and minimum CoTPS values on a target.
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Figure 4.9: Sample tracking results generated by the trackers for the targets, h1, . . . ,h6. Boost:
red; SemiBoost: green; BeyondSemiBoost: blue; MS: black; FragTrack: cyan; PF: magenta; CT:
orange; CBWH: yellow.
the performance of FragTrack, MS and PF compared to the remaining trackers (Fig. 4.8(b)).
There is a pose change of the target (h1) around frame 107 of the sequence (Fig. 4.9(a)), where
the boosting-based trackers lose the target (Boost only tracks a very small part of target). h2
presents challenges such as partial occlusions, pose changes and scale changes. CBWH has the
best performance in terms of µC. The µC of PF and Boost is the closest to CBWH. Moreover,
MS has a smaller variation (dC) in its performance on h2 compared to the remaining trackers. A
significant pose change of target (360◦ turning) at around frame 145 (Fig. 4.9(b)) causes Semi-
Boost, BeyondSemiBoost and FragTrack to lose the target. h3 undergoes gradual change in its
scale and pose across the sequence, which are handled by MS that tracks consistently well fol-
lowed by PF, CT and CBWH (Fig. 4.9(c)). Indeed, MS outperforms the other trackers in terms
of µC. This is because the appearance of target h3 is bright and well-distinguished from the back-
ground, and the use of colour distribution enables MS to track well on the various generated test
sequences containing h3. SemiBoost has the smallest variation in performance on h3 (smallest
dC). h4 is challenging due to the presence of background clutter, similar objects (vehicles) and
scale changes, and all trackers obtain a higher µC. MS and CBWH have the best performance
on h4 in terms of µC followed by PF, CT, Boost, FragTrack, BeyondSemiBoost and SemiBoost,
respectively. In terms of variation in performance, although dC for SemiBoost is the smallest,
this is less important as its CoTPS is mostly very high. The appearance of h4 is quite similar to
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that of the road, making it challenging to track. All trackers have generally struggled to track this
target with CT, CBWH and MS showing a better tracking (Fig. 4.9(d)). h5 presents challenges
including occlusions, scale changes and pose changes. CT has the best performance in terms of
µC (µC of CBWH is closer to CT). SemiBoost shows a smaller variation (dC) in its performance
on h5 as compared to other trackers. h5 faces a severe occlusion around frame 51 where only CT,
CBWH and PF can track the target after the occlusion (Fig. 4.9(e)). h6 has challenges such as
partial occlusions, small pose changes and clutter. FragTrack and CBWH outperform the other
trackers in terms of µC. The sequences containing h2 and h5 also involve pose changes and partial
occlusions but FragTrack has not performed as well on them (Fig. 4.8(a)). In fact, h2 involves
significant pose changes and h5 involves severe occlusions, suggesting that FragTrack can cope
better with small pose changes and partial occlusions [2]. Fig. 4.9(f) shows frame 359 involving
partial occlusion where FragTrack performs well (CT and PF also track a small part of the target).
Finally, in terms of dC PF shows the best performance.
4.5.4 Discussion
Fig. 4.10 shows the performance of trackers for each target class (head, vehicle, person). All
trackers except CT have their best performance on head followed by person and vehicle. CT
shows the best performance on person followed by head and vehicle. The overall best perfor-
mance on head and person tracking is by CBWH. The performance of CT is closer to CBWH
on person tracking. The overall best performance on vehicle tracking is by MS. There is an in-
consistency in the performance of FragTrack on person tracking: while it has achieved the best
performance on h6, its performance reduces significantly on h5 (Fig. 4.8(a)), as discussed earlier.
Fig. 4.11 shows the cumulative performance of trackers on all trials and all targets. CBWH
has the best perfomance in terms of µC followed by MS, Boost, CT, PF, SemiBoost, Beyond-
SemiBoost and FragTrack, respectively. PF is more robust than the remaining trackers as shown
by its smaller dC. Finally, overall, the boosting-based trackers are less robust (higher dC in
Fig. 4.11) when dealing with various test scenarios than the remaining trackers. CBWH and MS
more capably handle initialisation errors and outperform other trackers with compressed videos
and resolution reductions. CBWH also copes better with the frame dropping and changing illu-
mination conditions than the rest of the trackers. CT shows the best performance in the presence
of noisy video data. Moreover, among the boosting-based trackers, Boost handles pose changes
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Figure 4.10: Performance comparison of trackers on each target class (head, vehicle, person)
based on mean CoTPS.
better than SemiBoost and BeyondSemiBoost. Among the remaining trackers, MS, PF, CT and
CBWH can handle small as well as large pose changes; whereas FragTrack can only deal with
small pose changes. PF and CT deal with partial and total occlusions better than all the other
trackers.
Finally, we tested the statistical significance of CoTPS using the Welch ANOVA test [109], a
modified version of the one-way ANalysis Of VAriance (ANOVA) test [34] commonly employed
to test statistical significance of multiple groups of data (in our case, there are eight groups each
containing a set of CoTPS of a tracker) whose variances are unequal [68]. Statistical significance
was achieved on each trial, on each target and on each target class at the standard significance
level α = 0.05.
4.6 Summary
In this chapter, we presented a new evaluation protocol that enables testing the robustness of
trackers under various real-world conditions. These are encapsulated in a series of trials. We
also introduced a new overlap-based criterion for quantifying the performance of single-target
trackers on trials. The proposed criterion evaluates performance by combining tracking accuracy
and tracking failure scores. An extensive experimental analysis and validation is presented in the
form of a statistically significant performance comparison of eight state-of-the-art trackers. The
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Figure 4.11: Cumulative performance of trackers: the mean CoTPS of trackers computed on all
trials with all targets are shown with a ‘×’ in the corresponding boxplots. The dispersion value
(dC) for a tracker is computed as a difference between maximum and minimum CoTPS values in
its boxplot.
implementation of the protocol is available online (http://www.eecs.qmul.ac.uk/~andrea/pft2) to
provide the research community with a platform to present and compare the performance of their
trackers.
While the effectiveness of the proposed evaluation protocol is shown in combination with the
proposed measure (CoTPS), the trials are indeed generic and can also be used with other state-
of-the-art measures. It is therefore relevant to analyse and compare different measures in order
to understand their strengths and weaknesses. To this end, in the next chapter we shall propose a
methodology to quantitatively assess the relative performance of different measures.
Chapter 5
Assessment of tracking evaluation measures
5.1 Introduction
Rapid advances in video tracking research [2, 25, 40, 98, 118] have been accompanied by new
proposed performance evaluation measures [10, 60, 89, C3, J2], which in turn need to be sys-
tematically assessed in order to understand their relative performances. Discrepancy-based em-
pirical measures evaluate performance by quantifying the deviation of tracking results from a
ground truth over time at frame level [60] or at sequence level [89]. The measures may evaluate
tracking performance based for example on the extent of spatial match between the tracked re-
gion and the ground-truth target region over time. The spatial match may be determined in the
form of the amount of common pixels [60] or coincidence between the tracked and ground-truth
regions [10]. Coincidence is defined as the existence of the centroid of one region within the
other region. In the tracking evaluation domain, the focus is mainly laid on the performance
comparison of trackers [77, 115], whereas the quantitative assessment of evaluation measures is
missing. We present a methodology for the quantitative assessment of discrepancy-based evalu-
ation measures with respect to human judgement [C2]. The comparison and analysis are based
on determining the probabilistic agreement between the decisions made by measures and made
by humans on tracking results (Fig. 5.1).
In this chapter, we first define the problem for the assessment of measures in Sec. 5.2.
Sec. 5.3 describes the evaluation measures to be assessed. Sec. 5.4 describes the subjective
evaluation procedure with respect to which the measures will be assessed in Sec. 5.5. The chapter
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Figure 5.1: Empirical assessment of measures with respect to human judgement. T1 and T2 tested
on video clip (Vi`) with initialisation (Ii`). S1i` j` and S2i` j` are the performance scores computed using
the measure j` by evaluating X1
i`
and X2
i`
, the estimated trajectories of T1 and T2 on Vi`, respectively,
with respect to ground-truth trajectory X¯i`. Ri` j` is the decision of the measure j` based on S
1
i` j`
and
S2
i` j`
. Ri`l` is the decision of the human subject l` : l` = 1, . . . , N`, based on X
1
i`
and X2
i`
while using also
the shown ground-truth samples, X¯sam
i`
. P(Bi`
j`
) denotes the amount of agreement on Vi` between
Ri` j` and the set of human judgements, {Ri`l`}N`l`=1.
is summarised in Sec. 5.6.
5.2 Problem definition
Let us consider two trackers, T1 and T2, run on M` video clips, Vi` : i`= 1, ...,M`, to track a target with
initialisation, Ii`. We use a pair of trackers to ease the subjective comparison made by humans. T1
and T2 generate the trajectories X1i` and X
2
i`
, respectively, in each video clip (Vi`). X1i` and X2i` are
a sequence of states over frames: X1
i`
={X1
i`k
}K
1
i`
k=1, where X
1
i`k
is the estimated state of T1 at frame
k of Vi`, and K1i` is the number of frames where X1i` exists. X1i`k may contain information about
the target position (x1
i`k
,y1
i`k
) and the occupied region A1
i`k
: X1
i`k
={(x1
i`k
,y1
i`k
),A1
i`k
}. Let X¯i`, X¯i`k, K¯i`,
(x¯i`k, y¯i`k) and A¯i`k represent the corresponding ground-truth of the quantities defined above. X
1
i`
and X2
i`
are evaluated with respect to X¯i` using one out of J` measures ( j` = 1, ..., J`) to obtain their
corresponding evaluation scores, S1
i` j`
and S2
i` j`
, respectively.
Based on the comparison between S1
i` j`
and S2
i` j`
we define the rank Ri` j` as follows: Ri` j`=(1,2) if
S1
i` j`
is better than S2
i` j`
; Ri` j`=(2,1) if S
2
i` j`
is better than S1
i` j`
; or Ri` j`=(1.5,1.5) if S
1
i` j`
=S2
i` j`
. Ri` j`=(1.5,1.5)
defines a tie between T1 and T2 [48]. Similarly, let Ri`l` be the judgement (decision) of the l`th
human subject (s.t. l` = 1, ..., N`) in ranking X1
i`
and X2
i`
. Ri`l` is defined as Ri` j`, where j` in Ri` j`
is substituted with l`. We aim to assess the measure j` by quantifying the amount of agreement
between Ri` j` and the judgements of subjects, {Ri`l`}N`l`=1 (Fig. 5.1).
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5.3 Measures
This section lists the evaluation measures to be assessed with respect to human judgements. We
consider the following representative state-of-the-art single-target tracking evaluation measures:
Tracking Success Probability (TSP) [60] (Ch. 2, Eq. 2.5), Mean Dice (MD) vs Correct Track
Ratio (CTR) curve [89] (Ch. 2), Track Detection Rate (TDR) [10] (Ch. 2, Eq. 2.17), Precision
(Pˆ) (Ch. 2, Eq. 2.7), Mean Overlap (O) [54], Area Under lost-track ratio Curve (AUCλ ) [C3] (Ch.
2, Eq. 2.10) and Combined Tracking Performance Score (CoTPS) [J2] (Ch. 4, Eq. 4.6). TSP,
MD-vs-CTR curve and Pˆ involve presetting of parameters in the evaluation procedure, whereas
TDR, AUCλ , CoTPS and O do not require presetting of parameters. In the case of TSP, we use the
mean TSP score (TSP) across the trajectory and the fixed parameter ν=11.8 [60]. In the case of
MD-vs-CTR curve, to quantify the tracking performance we use the CTR value corresponding to
MD of at least 0.7, i.e. min{MD}MD≥0.7, denoted as CT R0.7. CT R0.7 ∈ [0,1]: the higher CT R0.7,
the better the result. A Dice score ≥ 0.7 is considered to be a satisfactory tracking result [89];
hence the threshold of 0.7 is used for CT R0.7, thus showing the long-term tracking ability as the
percentage of the sequence where the target is tracked with MD of at least 70%. In the case of
Pˆ, we use τ2 = 0.25 for head targets and τ2 = 0.50 for person and vehicle targets as done in [8].
O is computed as the average of the overlap, Ok, (Ch. 2, Eq. 2.3) across the trajectory where the
target exists.
Here we analyse a property of measures that is the ability to distinguish different tracking re-
sults. Such a property is important when evaluating in applications where even a very slight track-
ing discrepancy needs to be quantified. Fig. 5.2(a) shows the normalised discrepancy between
evaluation scores of each measure for tracker pairs on M` video clips (where M` = 10 as discussed
in the next section), which is the absolute difference between the evaluation scores of tracker pairs
computed using the measure divided by its range i.e. (upper bound - lower bound). O, AUCλ and
CoTPS consistently distinguish tracker pairs on all clips (normalised discrepancy > 0), whereas
the remaining measures are unable to distinguish results (i.e. normalised discrepancy = 0) from
V5 to V9 as highlighted in Fig. 5.2(a), except Pˆ that could distinguish performance on V8 and V9.
To further analyse the distinguishing ability of the measures, we consider a set of 20 toy trajec-
tories each having a constant overlap (for the whole sequence) of 0.05,0.10, . . . ,1, respectively.
The overlap is as a(·) (defined in Eq. 2.6) for TSP, as Ok (defined in Eq. 2.3) for AUCλ , CoTPS
and Pˆ, and as Dk (defined in Eq. 2.4) for CT R0.7. For TDR, coincidence is achieved throughout a
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Figure 5.2: Ability of the measures to distinguish different tracking results. (a) Normalised dis-
crepancy in the evaluation scores of each measure for the tracking pair on each clip, V1, . . . ,V10.
(b) Tracking scores are computed using different measures for 20 toy trajectories.
trajectory when Ok ≥ 0.4 (i.e. for trajectory 8 to trajectory 20). We plot the scores computed by
measures for 20 trajectories in Fig. 5.2(b). We can clearly see two groups of measures. The first
group includes (1-CoTPS), (1-AUCλ ) and O, which can each discriminate the results throughout
overlap variations. The second group includes TSP, Pˆ, CT R0.7 and TDR, which often are not able
to distinguish variations in results (as highlighted in Fig. 5.2(b)) due to their preset thresholds on
the overlap or coincidence.
Next we describe the subjective evaluation performed to gather decisions of human subjects
(on video clips) with respect to which the measures will be quantitatively assessed.
5.4 Subjective evaluation
We use ten test video clips (V1 to V10) with different target types (head, vehicle, person), chal-
lenges (scale change, pose change, occlusion, clutter) and scenarios (indoor, outdoor). The video
clips are from publicly-available datasets including AVSS 2007 challenge1, CAVIAR2, Clemson
head tracking3, PETS 20004, PETS 20105 and SPEVI6 (Tab. 5.1, Fig. 5.3). Additionally, we
use the state-of-the-art trackers including the mean-shift tracker (MS) [25], the particle filter-
based tracker (PF) [78], the fragments-based tracker (FragTrack) [2], the online boosting tracker
(Boost) [39], the semi-supervised online boosting tracker (SemiBoost) [40] and the beyond semi-
1http://www.eecs.qmul.ac.uk/~andrea/avss2007 d.html. Accessed June 2012.
2http://groups.inf.ed.ac.uk/vision/CAVIAR/CAVIARDATA1/. Accessed June 2012.
3http://www.ces.clemson.edu/~stb/research/headtracker/seq/. Accessed February 2014.
4ftp://ftp.cs.rdg.ac.uk/pub/PETS2000/. Accessed June 2012.
5http://www.cvg.rdg.ac.uk/PETS2009/a.html#s2l1. Accessed May 2014.
6http://www.eecs.qmul.ac.uk/~andrea/spevi.html. Accessed June 2012.
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Table 5.1: Summary of the dataset. Frame size is in pixels. Key. K: number of frames in Vi`.
Video clip V1 V2 V3 V4 V5 V6 V7 V8 V9 V10
Dataset Clemson head tracking SPEVI PETS2000 AVSS2007 PETS2010 CAVIAR
K 51 83 50 50 100 29 30 30 30 100
Duration (sec) 7 11 6 7 7 4 4 4 4 11
Frame size 96×128 96 × 128 96 × 128 96 × 128 576 × 720 240 × 320 576 × 768 576 × 720 576 × 768 288 × 384
Target Head Vehicle Person
supervised boost (BeyondSemiBoost) [98].
We asked human subjects to rank the pair of trackers’ results (X1
i`
, X2
i`
) on all Vi`. For each
Vi`, the trackers’ results are provided to subjects in qualitative form with X1i` , X2i` superimposed
as a sequence of bounding boxes over time. Three samples of subjects are distinguished as
skilled, semi-skilled and unskilled in target tracking, which is determined by the subjects per se.
N`1, N`2 and N`3 denote the size of the skilled, semi-skilled and unskilled samples (in our study
N`1 = N`2 = N`3 = 30). As suggested in [61], we selected subjects that were not involved in our
work.
The subjective evaluation tests were done on a website7 that, after providing the instructions,
shows the tracking results of tracker pairs (T1,T2) side by side. The gray colour of the background
(red=green=blue=130) of the webpage follows the recommendation by ITU for relaxing human
eyes [49]. For each clip, the ground-truth tracking samples are also provided as reference for the
first, middle and last frame. We show short clips (4-11 sec) to help human subjects remember
the tracking results, thereby minimising the uncertainty in their judgment. The clips are played
in a loop and can be viewed multiple times. Each subject chooses the tracker, “Left” or “Right”,
which they deem to be the best or chooses “Same” if the result of each tracker in the pair appears
indistinguishable.
We aim to statistically analyse the decisions of skilled, semi-skilled and unskilled subjects
on all video clips. To this end we test the statistical significance for decisions of a sample of
judges (i.e. skilled or semi-skilled or unskilled subjects). We define two hypotheses, the null
hypothesis (H0) and alternate hypothesis (Ha), as follows. H0: a set of judges cannot distinguish
the performance of two trackers on a video; Ha: a set of judges can distinguish the performance
of two trackers on a video. We statistically check whether Ha is valid by rejecting H0 according
to a level of significance, α . The level of significance indicates the probability of rejecting a true
null hypothesis. α is often set to 0.05 [48]. We intend to choose a test that can be applied for
ranked data and account for ties. We choose the Friedman’s Two-Way ANOVA test (Friedman’s
7http://webprojects.eecs.qmul.ac.uk/fabiop/subjeval/. Accessed January 2014.
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(a) V1 (b) V2 (c) V3 (d) V4 (e) V5
(f) V6 (g) V7 (h) V8 (i) V9 (j) V10
Figure 5.3: Visualisation of the first frame of video clips used for subjective evaluation. The
targets are indicated with green bounding boxes. Datasets: (a-d) Clemson head tracking, (e-f)
SPEVI, (g) PETS 2000, (h) AVSS 2007 challenge, (i) PETS 2010 and (j) CAVIAR.
test) [48]. Friedman’s test, χ2, is computed as
χ2r =
12
N`F`(F` +1)
F`
∑`
f=1
(
N`
∑`
l=1
Ri`l`( f` )
)2
−3N`(F` +1), (5.1)
where Ri`l`( f` ) is the rank assigned to tracker T f` on Vi` by subject l`, such that f` ={1,2} because
we consider a pair of trackers (F`=2). To test the statistical significance at α=0.05, the χ2 value
is compared to the value corresponding to (F`-1) degrees of freedom in the χ2 table of critical
values [48] that is equal to 3.841. If χ2 > 3.841, the statistical significance is achieved and H0 is
rejected.
We therefore perform the Friedman’s test on each Vi` for skilled (N`=N`1), semi-skilled (N`=N`2)
and unskilled (N`=N`3) samples separately. The statistical significance is achieved for all Vi` except
for V6 where all the three categories did not achieve it and for V2 where semi-skilled subjects did
not achieve it (Fig. 5.4). The reason for not achieving the statistical significance on V6 is that
the results seem very comparable (Fig. 5.5(e-g), Fig. 5.6(f)) due to which the three categories
of subjects could not distinguish tracking results (Fig. 5.7(a)); hence a very small χ2r (Fig. 5.4).
Moreover, the reason for not achieving statistical significance on V2 for semi-skilled subjects
is their discordant judgements: 53.33% subjects ranked T2 to be better than T1; 26.67% ranked
T1 to be better than T2; and 20.00% considered T1 and T2 to be the same. Indeed, the results
of T1 and T2 are close to each other across the sequence (Fig. 5.6(b), Fig. 5.5(a-c)), until T1
completely loses the target in the last frame (Fig. 5.6(b), Fig. 5.5(d)). Unskilled subjects have
less discordant decisions with χ2r = 4.80 (Fig. 5.4): 63.33% subjects ranked T2 to be better than
T1; 23.33% ranked T1 to be better than T2; and 13.33% considered T1 and T2 to be the same. As
for skilled subjects, 80.00% ranked T2 to be better than T1; 13.33% ranked T1 to be better than
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Figure 5.4: Statistical significance using Friedman test (χ2) on each Vi` for skilled, semi-skilled
and unskilled (subject) samples. The red line indicates the critical value corresponding to the
standard significance level, α = 0.05.
T2; and 6.67% considered T1 and T2 to be the same. Hence, a much higher χ2r = 13.33.
5.5 Assessment of measures
We devise a probabilistic criterion to assess measures that is based on computing their agreement
with the judgements of subjects (measure-subject agreement). Let us consider a set of events for
a sample of subjects (skilled, semi-skilled or unskilled) in a probability space for each Vi`, which
is defined as follows: Ei`={E i`1,E i`2,E i`3} : E i`1= {T1 is better than T2 on Vi`}; E i`2= {T2 is better than
 
(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e) (f) (g)
Figure 5.5: Examples of result of T1 (blue) and T2 (red): (a-d) frame 3, 32, 65, 83 of V2; (e-g)
frames 5, 15, 24 of V6.
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(j) V10
Figure 5.6: Amount of overlap (common pixels), Ok, between estimated and ground-truth results
for pair of trackers (T1, T2).
T1 on Vi`}; E i`3= {T1 and T2 are the same on Vi`}.
We can compute the probability of an event occurring on Vi` as
P(E i`q`) =
nE i`q`
nE i`1
+nE i`2
+nE i`3
, ∀q` = 1,2,3, (5.2)
where nE i`q`
denotes the number of times E i`q` occurs for a Vi` and for each sample. We find the
probability, P(B j`), of the j`th measure (B
i`
j¯ has the same probability space as E
i`
q`) by calculating
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(a) 
(b) 
T2 
T1 
T2 
T1 
Figure 5.7: Decision for each video sequence (Vi`). The decision regarding ranking between the
tracker pair (T1,T2) taken on each Vi` by (a) (most of) the skilled, semi-skilled and unskilled sub-
jects, (b) the evaluation measures. ‘T1’, ‘T2’ and ‘Same’ on the vertical axis show T1 considered
the best, T2 considered the best and both trackers considered the same, respectively.
the total probabilities for M` independent sets of events computed for each sample of subjects:
P(B j`) =
1
M`
M`
∑`
i=1
3
∑`
q=1
P(Bi`j`|E i`q`)P(E i`q`), (5.3)
where M` is the normalisation factor. We use P(B j`) to quantify the agreement between the j`th
measure and each sample of subjects (i.e. skilled, semi-skilled and unskilled) (Tab. 5.2).
The measures with the overall highest agreement with the three subject samples are Pˆ and
TSP (Tab. 5.2). AUCλ and O also consistently achieve high P(B j`). CoTPS is in agreement with
AUCλ and O on all Vi` (Fig. 5.7(b)) except on V3, which resulted in a lower P(B j`) for CoTPS.
CT R0.7 and TDR show the lowest P(B j`) for the three subject samples.
CoTPS, AUCλ and O can capture slight changes in tracking results even in the cases when
humans show uncertainty in distinguishing them. The ability to capture these changes is useful in
accurately ranking the tracking results and quantifying even the minor discrepancy (that may be
desirable for some applications). For example, these three measures can distinguish the trackers
on V6 by judging T2 as better (Fig. 5.7(b)), despite the fact that the majority of skilled (97%),
semi-skilled (90%) and unskilled (90%) subjects judge them as indistinguishable. A limitation
in CoTPS can be seen on V3 where T1 is judged to be better than T2, which is opposite to the
judgement of the remaining measures and subjects as well. This limitation is due to the non-
linear (quadratic) behaviour of CoTPS (Eq. 4.6) due to its failure term (since λ0 = 1−β ). To
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Table 5.2: Assessment in terms of the measure agreement (P(B j`)) with the skilled, semi-skilled
and unskilled subject samples. The brighter the cell, the better (higher) the agreement.
Measure TSP Pˆ CT R0.7 CoTPS AUCλ O TDR
Skilled 0.74 0.74 0.58 0.61 0.71 0.71 0.58
Semi-skilled 0.68 0.67 0.52 0.57 0.66 0.66 0.52
Unskilled 0.70 0.71 0.53 0.61 0.70 0.70 0.53
explain it, let us consider a trajectory of length Ktoy such that there is a constant overlap (Ok = cˆ :
cˆ ∈ (0,1] is a constant) from frame 1 to frame u and tracking failure (Ok = 0) from frame u to
frame Ktoy, where 1≤ u≤Ktoy. While varying u, we compute and plot the corresponding CoTPS,
the contributions of its accuracy term (βΩ) and its failure term ((1−β )λ0), when cˆ = 0.25,0.50
(Fig. 5.8). For increasing u, CoTPS is expected to be decreasing due to fewer frames having
tracking failures. However, this trend may not be visible as encircled in the plots due to its non-
linearity (Fig. 5.8). TSP and Pˆ are mostly in agreement (Fig. 5.7(b)) and also with respect to
the subjects (Tab. 5.2). TSP and Pˆ indeed penalise bad tracking results and poorly discriminate
between good results (Fig. 5.2(b). TDR and CT R0.7 have the lowest agreement (P(B j`)) with
subjects and have a limited ability to distinguish tracking results. Fig. 5.7(b) shows that 50%
of video clips are judged the ‘Same’ and this does not correspond to the judgment of subjects
(Fig. 5.7(a)). Additionally, the smallest P(B j`) of TDR indicates that tracking evaluation based
on the coincidence criterion is not reflecting humans’ judgments.
Overall, this study reveals that Pˆ and TSP are the best measures in terms of their agreement
(P(B j`)) with human judgement. Due to the hard decisions caused by their preset thresholds on
the overlap, Pˆ and TSP however show a lesser ability to distinguish tracking results. Indeed, Pˆ
and TSP could be used with the proposed trials in Ch. 4 and would be desirable if the trackers
are to be grouped into performance classes on each trial. Alternatively, if the goal is to achieve
a more distinct (clearly delineated) ranking of trackers, the parameter-independent measures are
expected to be suitable due to their better ability to distinguish variations in tracking results. For
example, O could be chosen in such a case that has an improved distinguishing ability and, at the
same time, shows a substantially high P(B j`) as well.
5.6 Summary
In this chapter, we proposed a methodology to empirically assess tracking measures based on
the law of total probability that quantifies the agreement between their decisions and those of
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Figure 5.8: A limitation in CoTPS due to the non-linear behaviour.
human subjects in terms of ranking trackers’ results. The results unveiled interesting aspects
of the assessed measures. Pˆ and TSP exhibit the best performance because of their highest
agreement with humans. These measures, however, have a limited ability to distinguish tracking
results. CT R0.7 and TDR showed the lowest agreement. AUCλ and O are parameter independent,
have a better ability to distinguish results and show a substantially high agreement with humans
(although lower than Pˆ and TSP).
Chapter 6
Conclusions
6.1 Summary of achievements
This thesis focused on devising ground-truth-based trajectory evaluation measures and proce-
dures to objectively (no use of fixed threshold parameters) quantify tracking performance. We
presented a set of measures to account for different aspects of single-target and multi-target track-
ing evaluation, a protocol to enable the trackers’ evaluation under several real-world operational
conditions, and a methodology to quantitatively assess the evaluation measures. We elaborate
below on the specific achievements of this thesis.
The state-of-the-art multi-target tracking evaluation measures need to pre-set threshold pa-
rameters [86, 52, 117], do not take into account target-size variations [86, 10, 44], are not nu-
merically bounded [86, 52], and do not evaluate cardinality error [10, 44]. We proposed three
measures [J1] to account for the key aspects of extended multi-target tracking evaluation, which
are accuracy, cardinality error and ID changes. The proposed measures do not require parame-
ter presetting, are numerically bounded and take into account the target-size changes over time.
The first measure, Multiple Extended-target Tracking Error (METE), uses an effective trade-off
between accuracy and cardinality errors to quantify tracking performance at frame level. To sep-
arately analyse the accuracy and cardinality error contributions in the computation of METE, we
calculate the accuracy error rate and cardinality error rate. The formulation of METE is inspired
from OSPA [86] without the need of including the parameters (c and p). OSPA is applicable for
the case of point-target representation, whereas METE is applicable for the case of extended-
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target representation. The second measure, Multiple Extended-target Lost-Track ratio (MELT),
evaluates accuracy at sequence level to highlight the long-term tracking capability. MELT allows
tracking performance analysis at varying accuracy levels that can help to choose a tracker for a
specific application. The third measure, Normalised ID Changes (NIDC), evaluates ID changes
while taking into account the length of the track in which they occur. We performed a detailed
experimental validation and analysis to show the effectiveness of the proposed measure using
state-of-the-art multi-target trackers and real-world challenging datasets. We showed the advan-
tages of the proposed measures over well-known existing measures. MODA [52] does not have a
lower numerical bound, whereas METE is numerically bounded. Additionally, due to presetting
of the overlap threshold (τo) MODA can not distinguish track pairs (of estimated and ground-truth
results) for an overlap variation of Ok ∈ [0,τo) and Ok ∈ [τo,1], whereas METE does not require
threshold presetting and can better distinguish different tracking results. Moreover, MODA quan-
tifies the tracking performance by considering false positives and false negatives without account-
ing for true positives, whereas METE provides a more thorough performance assessment by im-
plicitly considering also true positives in the evaluation procedure. MOTP [52] does not consider
track pairs with an overlap value lower than τo that may exclude some of the tracking information
in the evaluation, whereas MELT provides a more holistic performance evaluation by taking into
account all track pairs thus including all of the tracking information. The use of normalisation
in NIDC helps to compare the trackers that generate tracks of different lengths, to assess the
trackers ability to track for a long duration without confusing the IDs and to compare trackers’
performance across different datasets. We also showed the usefulness of the proposed measures
in terms of the evaluation of trackers. The results and analysis show that DP-NMS [81] is the
best tracker in terms of accuracy error on all datasets (except TownCentre) but it has reported the
highest cardinality error on all datasets (except iLids Easy). CRFBT [116] is the best tracker in
terms of maintaining the unique IDs of targets over time, followed by MT-TBD [83]. MCMCDA
[8] performs better as a person tracker than as a head tracker. Finally, the software implementa-
tion of the measures is provided online (http://www.eecs.qmul.ac.uk/~andrea/mtte.html), which
is expected to facilitate the community in order to holistically evaluate and compare their track-
ers.
An important aspect while evaluating the performance of a tracker is to test its robustness in
the presence of different operational conditions that refer to the distortions potentially induced
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to tracker’s input in a real application. To this end we introduced a protocol [J2, C3] to evaluate
the trackers on a range of real-world operational conditions including initialisation errors by a
detector, sensor noise, frame dropping possibly caused during video data transmission or due to
the delayed generation of results by the tracker, changing illumination in the scene and video
compression. These conditions are synthetically created and encapsulated into a series of pre-
defined evaluation procedures called trials. We showed the effectiveness of proposed protocol for
single-target trackers and to quantify their performance on trials we also proposed a parameter-
independent and numerically-bounded single-target tracking evaluation measure, called Com-
bined Tracking Performance Score (CoTPS) [J2], for extended targets. CoTPS combines the
contributions from the tracking accuracy and tracking failure terms to provide a single-score per-
formance evaluation that can facilitate trackers’ ranking on trials. We performed an extensive
experimentation for the proposed framework by providing the performance analysis and compar-
ison of several state-of-the-art trackers on real datasets. The usefulness of the framework lies in
enabling the selection of trackers for specific operational conditions. The main findings are as
follows. CBWH [75] and MS [25] are the best at handling initialisation errors, compressed video
data and resolution reductions. CBWH shows the best performance at dealing with frame drop-
ping and changing illumination conditions. CT [118] performs the best in the presence of noisy
video data. Overall, CBWH is the best tracker based on the evaluation on all the trials. Addition-
ally, based on the analysis we also identified the strengths of trackers in dealing with different
challenges in the video sequences. MS, PF [78], CT, CBWH and Boost [39] are more capable
in handling target pose changes. PF and CT are the best in coping with occlusions. MS, CT and
CBWH are better in dealing with target scale changes than the remaining trackers. The software
implementation of the protocol is available online (http://www.eecs.qmul.ac.uk/~andrea/pft2) to
facilitate the community to present and compare the performance of their trackers. This work
[J2, C3] has been used and cited by [19, 79, 65, 22, 28, 35] and VOT Challenge 2013 [54, 55],
and is expected to be beneficial for the community in the future. It is also relevant to mention
that the proposed trials can also be used in combination with other measures.
The introduction of a variety of tracking evaluation measures in the literature is not accompa-
nied with a systematic procedure to quantitatively assess their relative performance. Indeed, the
choice of measures may bias the outcome of the comparison of tracking results. In this regard,
we presented a methodology to quantitatively assess the tracking measures by quantifying the
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amount of agreement between their decisions, i.e. the ranking of trackers’ results, with respect
to those of human subjects [C2]. We generated the reference by performing the subjective eval-
uation test online to gather the decisions of a set of 90 subjects in terms of ranking the pairs of
trackers on ten video clips from real publicly-available datasets. We showed the usefulness of
the proposed methodology by assessing seven single-target tracking evaluation measures to pro-
vide their relative performance in terms of the extent of their agreement with human judgements.
Additionally, we also analysed measures along another dimension, which was to highlight their
ability to distinguish different results. The results show that Pˆ and TSP [60] are the best mea-
sures because of their highest agreement with humans. These measures, however, can cause hard
decisions and show a lesser ability to distinguish tracking results due to the need to preset thresh-
old parameters. Therefore, they could be used to evaluate trackers’ performance on the trials of
the proposed protocol when a distinct or clearly delineated ranking of trackers is not required.
For obtaining a distinct ranking a threshold-independent measure (e.g. O [54]) is expected to be
appropriate because of the better ability to capture slight variations in tracking results. More-
over, we identified a limitation in CoTPS due to its non-linear behaviour, which may result in an
incorrect performance evaluation of trackers.
6.2 Future work
Below are discussed the future directions of this thesis work:
1. The proposed measures for single-target tracking evaluation in Ch. 4 (CoTPS) and multi-
target tracking evaluation in Ch. 3 (METE, MELT, NIDC) are suitable for targets that are
modeled in terms of their position and 2D image-plane-occupied area. These measures can
therefore also be applicable in the case of other sensing modalities provided the same (2D)
target model is considered. Moreover, since other target models for 2.5D and 3D tracking
also exist for different sensing modalities [99, 85, 110], future work could focus in applying
the idea of the proposed measures to such higher-dimensional models.
2. We showed the usefulness of the proposed protocol in terms of the evaluation of single-
target trackers (Ch. 4). The trials in the protocol are indeed generic and can be used for
evaluating multi-target trackers using the multi-target tracking evaluation measures. Future
work could focus on using the trials in combination with multi-target tracking measures
to evaluate the robustness of multi-target trackers. Moreover, the trials are not designed
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specifically for a ground-truth-based evaluation only and can therefore also be used in com-
bination with standalone evaluation criteria [91].
3. We showed the effectiveness of the proposed measures’ assessment methodology in terms
of a quantitative evaluation of single-target tracking measures (Ch. 5). As the methodology
is generic, future work could focus in applying it to assess multi-target tracking measures
using multi-target trackers’ results.
4. We identified a limitation of CoTPS in our analysis in Ch. 5, which is caused due to its
non-linear behaviour because of the contribution from its failure term (β in Eq. 4.6). Future
work could involve addressing this issue with an improved combination of the failure and
accuracy terms in CoTPS (Eq. 4.6).
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